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ABSTRACT 
G2 and G2(MP2) theories have been used to study the bond dissociation energies 
D0 m of a series of AB2, ABt, AB2-, AB, AB+ and AB. systems. A total of fifty-four 
molecules and ions have been examined, for which B = 0, Sor Se and A= C, S, Ge, N+, 
p+, As+, B-, Ar or Ga·. Each triatomic system has sixteen valence electrons and each 
diatomic system has ten valence electrons. Both triplet and singlet spin states have been 
considered for each molecule and ion. For the triatomic systems, the preferred 
connectivity, i.e. B-A-B or B-B-A, has been determined. 
It has been observed experimentally that the ratio D0 m(AB2)/2D0 m(AB) is a nearly 
constant value of 0.8 for these neutral systems. One question of interest is whether the 
analogous ratios D0 m(AB2 +)/2D0 m(AB+) and D0 m(AB2.)/2D0 m(AB-) for the isoelectronic 
cations and anions are also nearly constant. We have used ab initio molecular orbital 
calculations to probe this question and to find an explanation for the observed ratios. 
The results show that the ground state of each of these diatomic and triatomic 
molecules and ions is a singlet. The B-A-B connectivity is strongly favored for the 
ground state species but both B-A-B and B-B-A connectivities are found for the excited 
state species. Although stable cyclic, bent and linear structures have been located, the 
structures of the ground state singlet B-A-B molecules and ions are uniformly linear. 
These observations have been rationalized based on the compositions of the highest 
occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals. 
The computations reproduce the observed bond dissociation energy ratios for the 
neutral systems within experimental error. The agreement between experiment and 
theory for the actual bond dissociation energies is less satisfactory. In addition, the 
computations show that the ratios for the anionic and cationic systems differ in magnitude 
from those for the neutral systems (by -0. l and +0.1, respectively) but are also nearly 
constant. The bond dissociation energy ratios are nearly constant for these systems 
because the ratio of the dissociation energy of the A=B bond to that of the A=B bond is 
nearly constant. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Basic Concepts 
The two main approaches to obtaining thermochemical data are experiment and 
theory. Both have been used extensively in research and industry and complement each 
other. In this work, the emphasis is on exploring the use of computational chemistry, in 
particular G2['l and G2(MP2)[21 theory, in evaluating thermochemical data. 
What is computational chemistry? It is the application of computer programs to 
quantum molecular theory in order to reveal a definitive picture of the species of interest. 
From the first day computers were used in chemistry, scientists have been trying to 
improve calculational methods to enlarge the range of computational chemistry 
applications and to increase our understanding of chemical substances. The calculations 
provide information such as optimum geometries, vibrational frequencies, and ground 
. 
state and excited state energies. Therefore, internal energies, entropies, enthalpies and 
free energies can be derived. 
The basis of computational chemistry lies in solving the Schrodinger equation since 
once the equation is solved, the electronic structure and hence all the thermodynamic 
information needed are determined. There is, however, one major complication - an 
exact solution is only possible for species such as H; not even H2+ can be solved 
exactlyP1 Of course, actual problems of interest are much more complex. For example, 
what are the basic steps in the fundamental SN2 mechanism or what are the 
thermochemical data for a macromolecule? So a compromise is necessary in order to 
obtain an approximation to the exact answer without losing the required accuracy. 
Assuming the nuclei are stationary, the electronic Schrodinger equation can be 
written in the simplified form of equation 1. l4J In this equation the first term represents 
the kinetic energy of the electrons, the second term represents the potential energy of the 
electrons, and 'I' is the electronic wavefunction. The electronic wavefunction is 
expressed as a single determinant of the molecular orbitals 'Vi in equation 2. Here n is the 
number of electrons. The total molecular energy E(T) is the sum of the nuclear and 
electronic contributions and can be split into the nuclear-electronic attraction ENE, the 
electron-electron repulsion EEE• the nuclear-nuclear repulsion ENN, and the kinetic energy 
of the electrons EKIN· 
Li [-h2/(87t2mi)Vi2]"P + V(x,y,z)"P = Ee"P 
'I'= (n!) 112 l'V1Cl )'V1(2)'tf2(3) ... 'tfndn)I 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
One commonly used and often very effective approach to solving the Schrodinger 
equation is the linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) approximation in molecular 
orbital theory.C3J In short, the molecular orbitals "!'1,"I'2 .. . . are considered to be linear 
combinations of a set of M known one-electron functions <1>1(x,y,z), <!>i(x,y,z), ... 
<J>M(x,y,z): 
"Pi = LM µ=JCµi<I>µ (4) 
The functions <1>1, <Pi, .. ·<l>M are called basis functions and constitute the basis set. 
In practice a further constraint is imposed by limiting the number of basis functions. 
Standard basis sets use linear combinations of gaussian functions fit to an exponential 
form to describe the atomic orbitals <1>µ.l5J 
2 
Given the basis set, the molecular orbitals are determined by finding the coefficients 
for each orbital. Satisfactory results are obtained only by choosing a reasonable basis set. 
By reasonable one means that it leads to an answer that is both accurate and realizable 
with regard to the available computer tools (disk storage and computational time).l3l 
Once a basis set has been selected the next step is to choose an appropriate 
theoretical method. Hartree-Fock theory is a good first-level theory and is the basis of the 
other methods discussed later.l61 This procedure uses a single assignment of electrons to 
molecular orbitals, i.e. expands the electronic wavefunction in terms of a single 
determinant. Though seemingly straightforward and actually practical in many ways, 
Hartree-Fock theory is not without limitations. A significant limitation is its incomplete 
treatment of the correlation between the motions of electrons. One approximation used to 
account for the interaction of one electron with another is that the second electron is 
represented as a smoothed-out averaged electron density.l:fJ The net result is that the two 
electrons interact as though the second electron is spherically distributed. In reality, of 
course, there is a higher probability the two electrons will be on opposite sides of the 
nucleus than on the same side of the nucleus. Hartree-Fock theory completely ignores the 
correlation of electrons with opposite spin and partially ignores the correlation of 
electrons with the same spin. This neglect can lead to spurious results, especially in cases 
where small differences in energies are a major concern. 
Moller-Plesset perturbation theoryl7l has been developed as one approach to the 
electron correlation problem. In this approach the correlation energy E correlation is treated 
as a perturbation on the Hartree-Fock energy. E cnrrelation is expanded in a series: 
3 
E correta1io11 = e<2> + e<J> + e<4> + ... (5) 
where e<i) is the i-th order contribution to the correlation energy. Depending upon the 
application, this energy can be truncated at second order, third order, fourth order, etc., 
hence the terms MP2, MP3, MP4, etc. Second order correlation energies do comprise the 
largest part of Ecorrelmion; nonetheless, the other terms are significant at times. 
The exact energy is defined as: 
Eexact = EHartree-Fnck + E correlation (6) 
B. Bond Dissociation Energies 
In our research, we are interested in the bond dissociation energy of a particular 
system. It is the enthalpy change for a reaction in which a bond is broken, i.e. the 
change in enthalpy associated with the following general r~action. 
A-B 7 A+B (7) 
As far as a thermochemical theorist is concerned, a reaction can be categorized as 
one of the following types with regard to the status of the electrons involved. C6l 
1) Homolytic bond dissociation - the number of electron pairs of the species studied is 
not conserved, e.g. H-Br 7 H• + Br•. 
2) Heterolytic bond dissociation - the total number of electron pairs is conserved, but the 
number of bonds is not, e.g. K-CI 7 K+ +er. 
Some structural isomerization reactions are also of this kind, e.g. 0=CH2 7 HCOH. 
3) Hydrogenation/structural isomerism/disproportionation - the total number of bonds 
and total number of nonbonded electron pairs are conserved, but the number of each 
kind of bond or the distribution of nonbonded electron pairs is not, e.g. CH3CH=CH2 
4 
+ H2 7 CH3CH2CH3, cyclopropane-7 CH3CH=CH2, 2CH2=CH2 7 H3C-CH3 + 
HC=CH. 
4) lsodesmic reaction - the number of each kind of formal chemical bond and the 
distribution of the nonbonded electron pairs are conserved, e.g. H3C-C=CH + CH4 7 
H3C-CH3 + HC=CH. 
Thermochemical values are most difficult to calculate accurately for the reactions in 
category one. l61 Accurate descriptions of this kind of bond dissociation require the use of 
large basis sets and a correlated method. As a result of cancellation of errors, the 
computational requirements become increasingly less demanding for the other three 
categories. 
Unfortunately, even for medium-sized basis sets, including electron correlation in 
the calculations quickly becomes prohibitively expensive as the size of the molecule of 
interest increases. One approach to overcoming this problem while retaining chemical 
accuracy is to assume additivity of correlation and basis set enlargement effects. l7l One 
such additivity approximation is illustrated in equation 8. In this case it is assumed that 
the stabilization of molecular energies due to addition of d-orbitals to the basis set is the 
same at the Hartree-Fock (HF) and MP2 levels. 
E(MP2,with d-orbitals) = E(MP2,without d-orbitals) + E(HF, with d-orbitals) 
- E(HF,without d-orbitals) (8) 
The advantage of this approach is that the calculation with the larger basis set need 
only be performed at the HF level. Tests of the additivity hypothesis indicate that 
although strict additivity of correlation and basis set improvement effects is not observed, 
the directly calculated and estimated values often vary by~ 4 kJ mor1 y.s1 
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C. G 1 Theory and Its Derivatives 
Although having a history of only a decade or so and not yet mature theories, G I 
and its derivatives are a series of noteworthy and powerful procedures based upon 
previous ab initio molecular orbital theories developed by Pople and coworkers.r 1•2•9•10J 
In their pioneering work, Pop le and co workers constructed the G I theory, C9l which was 
later modified and developed into such well-defined methods as G2,c 11 G2(MP2),l21 and 
G2(MP2,SVP).C101 The goal of each of these methods is to provide thermochemical data, 
such as atomization energies, bond dissociation energies, ionization energies, electron 
affinities, gas phase acidities, and proton affinities, to accuracies within 10 kJ moi-1(circa 
2 kcal mor' or O. leV) of well-known experimental data.l'·2•9· ' 0l As a result of their 
success, these theories are more and more becoming powerful tools in predicting 
thermochemical propertiesl111 and in some cases have led to useful suggestions that 
experiments be repeated.r10•121 Obviously, the procedures can also predict data for 
unstable species that cannot be determined using presently available experimental 
methods. 
G 1 theory was the first attempt at a general theory that eliminates some of the known 
deficiencies of simpler theories in calculating thermochemical data. To be clearer, its 
basic features are given below.r9l 
1) Electron correlation energies are obtained with Moller-Plesset theory up to the MP4 
level. Since the MPn series does not always converge at MP4, in order to make G 1 
theory more general, applicable, and precise, a "post-MP4" correction - using the 
6 
quadratic configuration interaction techniquer13J - is added to consider correlation 
effects up to infinite order. 
2) d- andf-atomic orbitals are included to systematically account for the importance of 
extended basis sets. 
3) A higher level correction (HLC) is imposed in order to account for the remaining 
deficiencies in the basis set. HLC yields the correct values of the total energy for the 
hydrogen atom and the hydrogen molecule. 
4) Additivity approximations are used to reduce computational cost.[SJ 
Application to about 125 systems shows that agreement between theory and experiment 
for molecules containing second-row elements is within ±10 kJ mor1 and containing 
third-row elements is within ± 15 kJ mor I. [9] 
The G2 theoretical procedure is a more refined version of G 1 and has been found to 
be of widespread utility, consistently reproducing at<?mization energies, ionization 
energies, electron affinities, gas-phase acidities, proton affinities , heats of formation and 
bond dissociation energies to within 10 kJ mor1 for many species.r1•141 The improvements 
of G2 lie in that it:[tJ 
1) adjusts the additivity approximations to give better results for ions; 
2) adds a third d-function on the nonhydrogen atoms and a second p-function on the 
hydrogen atoms to increase the accuracy of the atomization energies of some hypervalent 
species and the electron affinities of some third-row species; 
3) modifies the higher level correction (HLC) by finding the best fit to the experimental 
data for 55 molecules. 
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Overall, the average absolute deviation between experiment and G2 theory for the 125 
energies considered is 5.10 kJ mor'.ClJ 
Several derivatives of the G2 method have been introduced to extend the range of 
systems amenable to a G2-type approach but at a lower computational cost. The 
G2(MP2P1 procedure differs from the G2 procedure in that none of the MP4 calculations 
are performed with G2(MP2). G2 theory has been applied to a number of molecules with 
as many as four nonhydrogen atoms, but it is not generally practical for larger molecules. 
G2(MP2) theory, on the other hand, gives essentially the same results but with fewer 
computational steps.c21 In this case, it is possible to study compounds with up to six 
nonhydrogen atoms. 
Smith and RadomC'01 recently introduced the G2(MP2,SVP) method in order to 
extend the range of systems that can be handled with the G2(MP2) method. The 
. 
G2(MP2,SVP) procedure follows the G2(MP2) protocol but employs a smaller basis set 
for the "MP4 correction". It has been shown to produce proton affinities of a quality 
comparable to G2 and G2(MP2), but at a significantly reduced computational cost. [tOJ 
Since their appearance in the literature, the G2, G2(MP2) and G2(MP2,SVP) 
theories have been applied to numerous diversified thermochemical processes in addition 
to those used to validate the theories. For example, Smith and RadomP 5J have calculated 
absolute values for the proton affinities of thirty-one small molecules at the G2 level. 
They have found that the theoretical and experimental results can be reconciled by a 10-
20 kJ mor 1 decrease in the proton affinity of isobutene, which has been used as an 
absolute standard. Bond dissociation energies and the kinetic stability of several 
nitrogen-containing compounds have been probed by Schlegel and Skancke, l161 and the 
8 
mechanism of the thio-Wittig reaction has been investigated by Ahmad, Dahlke and 
Kass.l171 The role of water as a catalyst in the interconversion of methanol and 
methyleneoxonium radical cations has been explored by Gauld et al.[181 Abboud et a1.l 11J 
have evaluated the gas-phase basicity of P4. One of their most exciting results is the 
prediction of a novel P-H-P bond in P4H+. 
A combined G2 and G2(MP2) study of the bond dissociation energies, enthalpies of 
formation, proton affinities and/or gas phase acidities of 166 molecules and ions has been 
reported by Wiberg and coworkers.(141 A similar study on the strength of the 0-0 bond 
suggests the average 0-0 bond dissociation energy should be increased from 142 kJ mor1 
to 188 kJ mor1 .(1 91 Based on calculations at the G2(MP2) level , Rosenberg[201 has 
analyzed the hydride affinities of thirty-four carbonyl compounds, Wiberg et al.l2 11 have 
determined rotational barriers for N,N- dimethyl-formamide and N,N-dimethylacetamide 
with and without water solvent present, Turecek and Cra~er[221 have investigated the 
stable conformations and thermochemistry of some simple enols and enol cation radicals, 
and Cheung et al.(231 have recommended a self-consistent set of enthalpies of formation 
for SF0 , SF/, and SFn-, where n = 1 - 6. A G2(MP2) and G2(MP2,SVP) examination of 
the enthalpy of formation of the tropylium cation indicates that an experimental 
reassessment is desirable.[121 The G2(MP2,SVP) method has also been used to probe the 
potential energy surface of C7H6 and to study several 1,3- and 1,5- chlorine migrations. r241 
Clearly, G2 and its simpler versions G2(MP2) and G2(MP2,SVP) have been very 
successful in predicting a variety of thermochemical data for a number of small and 
medium-sized molecules.c1·2•10·251 However, as Nicolaides and Radom point out,l261 the 
enthalpies of formation of some (though not all) large hydrocarbons derived from 
9 
atomization reactions are unreliable due to an unfavorable accumulation of errors. 
Although G2 and G2(MP2) yield rather similar overestimated results, G2(MP2,SVP) 
enthalpies of formation of large hydrocarbons are often smaller in magnitude and less 
affected by accumulation of errors.£261 
Another shortcoming of these methods is that they are unsuitable for the prediction 
of enthalpies of combustion.l271 Significant noncancelling errors for 0 2 and C02 lead to 
deviations from experimental values that are greater than 10 kJ mor1• However, if the 
objective is to obtain enthalpies of formation, hydrogenation reactions rather than 
combustion reactions can be used. £251 
D. Reaction Enthalpies 
Given the general chemical reaction 
aA+ bB+ ... ~cC+dD+ .. ., (9) 
the data of most interest to the thermochemist is the enthalpy change, which can be 
written as 
Aff = ~E + ~(PV). (10) 
For the gas-phase reactions examined in this work, ~(PV) is set equal to RT ~n. Thus, 
what actually counts is the acquisition of the total internal energy (Eint) of each 
molecule. £281 Fortunately, this is often well represented as the sum of the non interacting 
electronic (Ee), rotational (Er), vibrational (Ev), and nuclear energies (Enuc). 
(11) 
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Since the values of AfI are usually referenced to 298 K, computational data are also 
referenced to that temperature via the following equation:C281 
_ Al:: . 298 + Al:: 298 
- LUJmt LllJ t (12) 
In equation 12, L\E(T) is the difference in the molecular energies of the reactants and 
products at 0 K. Li(LiEe)298 is the change in the electronic energy difference between 0 
and 298 K. This term is negligible for the reactions of interest at 298 K and will be 
assumed to be zero. ~PE is the difference in the zero-point energies of the reactants and 
products at 0 K. Li(LiEv)298 is the change in the vibrational energy difference between 
reactants and products between 298 and 0 K. LiE/98 is the difference in the rotational 
energies of products and reactants at 298 K. LiE?98 is the difference in the translational 
energies of reactants and products at 298 K. 
For our purposes, LiE(T) + ~PE is the change ih the G2 or G2(MP2) molecular 
energies brought about by the reaction. The rotational and translational energies are 
treated classically and are equal to l/2 RT per degree of freedom. l281 The Li(LiEv)298 term 
is calculated using standard statistical formulas (equation 13).c29J 
Li(LiEv)298 = Lp,i{RTµ/(exp(µ;) - 1)} - Lrj{RTµ/(exp(µj) - 1)} (13) 
Hereµ= hcv/kT and his Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, v is the vibrational 
frequency, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature. The subscripts p and r 
represent the products and reactants, respectively. 
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E. Constancy of Bond Dissociation Energy Ratios 
O'Hare and coworkers at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
have observed experimentally that the bond dissociation energy ratio 
D0 m(AB2)/2D0 m(AB) [ <D0 m(AB2)>1D0 m(AB)] is a nearly constant value of 0.8 when A= 
C, Si , Ge, Sn and B = 0, S, Se, Te.£3°1 
AB-?A+B 
AB2 -7 A+2B 
D0 m(AB2) = E(A) + 2E(B) - E(AB2) 
<D0m(AB2) > = D0m(AB2)/2 
D0 m(AB) = E(A) + E(B) - E(AB) 
(7) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
We are interested in whether the analogous ratios for the isoelectronic cationic (A= 
N+, p+, As+ and B = 0, S, Se) and anionic (A = ff, Ar, Ga·_ and B = 0, S, Se) species are 
also essentially constant. 
AB±-7 A±+B 
ABl -7 A±+2B 
D0 m(AB2~ = E(A~ + 2E(B) - E(AB2±) 
D0 mCAB±) = E(A ~ + E(B) - E(AB±) 
The ionic species have not been studied experimentally, so our question must be 
answered computationally. 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
In order to verify that the computations reproduce the above phenomenon, to test 
whether the above phenomenon holds for the isoelectronic ions, and to give a convincing 
explanation for the above phenomenon, we have carried out ab initio molecular orbital 
calculations on the AB2, ABl, AB, and AB± species. The calculations were performed 
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with the Gaussian 94 computer programl311 on the Convex 3820 and CRAY C90 at NIST. 
Our purposes are then to: 
1) obtain equilibrium structures and vibrational frequencies; 
2) determine whether the ground electronic state is a singlet or triplet; 
3) check whether the AB2 connectivity is B-A-B or B-B-A; 
4) calibrate the G2 and G2(MP2) methods by finding the D0 m(AB2)/2D0 m(AB) ratios; 
5) predict the D0 m(AB2-)/2D0 m(AB') and D0m(AB2 +)/2D0 m(AB+) ratios; 
6) identify possible underlying trends in geometries and energies. 
In short, our computational work does reproduce the observed constancy for 
D0 m(AB2)/2D0 m(AB) and shows a similar constancy for D0 m(AB2-)/2D0 m(AB-) and D0 m 
(AB2 +)/2D0 m(AB~. 
13 
II.METHODS 
A. Types of Basis Sets 
A basis set is the mathematical description of the orbitals within a molecule. l5l Basis 
sets allocate a number of basis functions to each atom to approximate the molecular 
orbitals. The larger the basis set the greater the freedom of electron motion, and the 
closer the electron behavior is to the true quantum mechanical picture. Just as molecular 
orbitals 'l'i are defined as linear combinations of atomic orbitals, atomic orbitals <j>µ are 
defined as linear combinations of gaussian functions gk (equations 22 and 23).r5l 
'Vi = LµCµi<j>µ = LµCµi (:Ekdµkgk) 
gk oc exp(-CXtr2) 
Several types of basis sets are described below. r5J 
(22) 
(23) 
Minimal basis set: This basis set has the minimum number of basis functions 
necessary for each atom, i.e. the number of occupied-orbitals in the isolated atom. As 
examples we have: H: Is; C: ls, 2s, 2px. 2py, 2pz. 
Split valence basis set: This basis set increases the number of basis functions for an 
atom's valence electrons. This makes the basis set more flexible and allows the size of 
the valence orbitals to vary with the environment. As examples we have: H: ls, l s'; C: 
1 S, 2s, 2s ', 2px, 2py, 2pz, 2px', 2py', 2pz'. 
Note that the primed and unprimed orbitals have different sizes. 
Polarized basis set: This basis set includes basis functions with higher angular 
momentum than are required for the ground state of the isolated atom. In this way the 
shape of the orbitals can be changed. As examples we have d- and/or !-functions added to 
carbon and p-functions added to hydrogen. 
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Basis sets with diffuse functions: As opposed to valence-size functions, diffuse 
functions are much larger versions of s- and p-type functions. They enable orbitals to 
occupy much bigger regions of space and are important for anions, species with lone 
pairs, excited state species, etc. 
B. Basis Set Method Notation 
The notation used to designate the calculational level is best illustrated by an 
example. [281 Starting with the basis set, consider the various parts of the 6-311 +G(2d,p) 
basis set. The 6 means that six gaussian functions are used to describe the core orbitals. 
The numbers after the dash provide information on the valence shell. For carbon, for 
example, since there are three numbers after the dash ("311 "), there are three s-type 
valence orbitals and three sets of p-type valence orbitals. The "3" further indicates that 
. 
one valences-function and one set of valence p-functions are composed of a linear 
combination of three gaussian functions ("G"). The remaining valence orbjtals are 
composed of only one gaussian function each ("11") (see equations 22 and 23). For 
hydrogen, for example, "311" designates that there are three valence s-type functions. 
The"+" in front of the "G" shows that one diffuses-function and one set of diffuse p-
functions has been included for the nonhydrogen atoms. The characters in parentheses 
refer to the number and types of polarization functions used for nonhydrogen atoms 
(before the comma) and hydrogens. In this case, there are two sets of d-functions on each 
nonhydrogen atom and one set of p-functions on each hydrogen ("2d,p"). 
In the simplest terms then, the 6-311 +G(2d,f) basis set has 5 s-orbitals, 12 p-orbitals 
(four sets) and 10 d-orbitals (two sets) on each carbon as well as 3 s-orbitals and 3 p-
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orbitals (one set) on each hydrogen. Overall, there are 27 basis functions on each carbon 
and six basis functions on each hydrogen. 
Finally, the basis set is combined with the theoretical method to give the complete 
notation for the calculational level.[7) Examples are HF/6-31 l+G(2d,p), MP2/6-31G(d), 
and QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d,p). 
C. Gl, G2, G2(MP2) and G2(MP2,SVP) 
The total molecular energy of a species studied in its lowest vibronic state is given 
below:C4l 
Eo = E(T) + ZPE (24) 
where Eo is the total molecular energy of the species at 0 K, E(T) is the energy the species 
would have if the nucJei were fixed at the coordinates corresponding to the bottom of the 
. 
potential well, and ZPE is the zero-point vibrational energy. The four methods discussed 
in this section vary in the way E(T) is determined.[I,z,9,JOJ In each case, ZPE is calculated 
from harmonic vibrational frequencies and is scaled to remedy known inaccuracies in the 
harmonic frequencies (overestimation, neglect of anharmonic effects, equations 25 and 
26)Y1 
ZPE* = 0.8929 x ZPE (25) 
Eo = E(T) + ZPE * (26) 
Each of the four methods starts at the Hartree-Fock level but calculates the electron 
correlation correction with Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2 and/or MP4).[7] The 
quadratic configuration interaction technique (QCISD(T))[l3J is applied to obtain the 
correlation correction beyond fourth order. Each method also makes use of additivity 
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approximations to account for basis set enhancement corrections and the electron 
correlation correction. 
1. Gl 
Details on the eight steps in the G 1 procedure are given below. [9J 
Step 1. Using the 6-31G(d) basis set, the geometrical structure is optimized initially at the 
Hartree-Fock level (HF/6-3 lG(d)). 
Step 2. Using the 6-31G(d) basis set, the geometrical structure is reoptimized at the MP2 
level (MP2/6-31G(d)). 
Step 3. The base total energy is computed with the 6-31 lG(d,p) basis set at the MP4 level 
(MP4/6-3 l l G(d,p)). Since the MP4/6-311G(d,p) energies do not provide sufficiently 
accurate thermochemical values, the energies are improved by a series of modifications. 
Step 4. The effect of including diffuse sp-functions on nonhydrogen atoms is obtained . 
. 
LIB(+)= E(MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p)) - E(MP4/6-3~ IG(d,p)) (27) 
Step 5. The effect of including additional polarization functions on nonhydrogen atoms is 
evaluated. 
LIB(2df) = E(MP4/6-311G(2df,p)) - E(MP4/6-311G(d,p)) (28) 
Step 6. The "post-MP4" correction is determined. 
LIB(QCI) = E(QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d,p)) - E(MP4/6-31 IG(d,p)) (29) 
E(combined) = E(MP4/6-31 IG(d,p)) +LIB(+)+ LIB(2df) + ~E(QCI) (30) 
Step 7. A correction factor called the "higher level correction" is added to reduce the error 
in E(T) due to the remaining shortcomings of the basis set. HLC is chosen to yield 
correct values of E(T) for the hydrogen atom and hydrogen molecule. 
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HLC = -Anf3 - Bna (in millihartrees) (31) 
In equation 31 na and n/3 are the number of a and ~ valence electrons, respectively, and 
A= 5.95 and B = 0.19. Here na'?:.nf3. 
Step 8. The HF/6-31 G( d) harmonic vibrational frequencies are obtained and are scaled by 
0.8929 leading to ZPE*. 
Finally, the Gl energy is given by: 
G 1 = E(T) + HLC + ZPE* 
= E(QCISD(T)/6-311G(d,p)) + E(MP4/6-31 IG(2df,p)) + E(MP4/6-311+G(d,p)) 
- 2E(MP4/6-3l1G(d,p)) + HLC + ZPE* 
::::: E(QCISD(T)/6-31 l+G(2df,p)) + HLC + ZPE* (32) 
The last line in equation 32 indicates that the G 1 energy is effectively a 
QCISD(T)/6-31 l+G(2df,p) energy, i.e. an approximation t? a direct calculation at the 
QCISD(T)/6-311 +G(2df ,p) level. 
2.G2 
The G2 procedure follows steps 1-6 and step 8 of the G I procedure exactly. [ 1 l The 
changes in the G2 procedure compared to the G 1 procedure are that step 7 is modified 
and a ninth step is added. 
Step 7. The value of A is adjusted to obtain the best fit to 55 well-established atomization 
energies. 
HLC = -Anf3 - Bna (in millihartrees) (33) 
where A= 4.81, B = 0.19, and na and n/3 are the number of a and~ valence electrons, 
respectively, with na ~ nf3. 
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Step 9. The effect of including a third d-function on nonhydrogen atoms and a second p-
function on hydrogen atoms is evaluated. 
6 = E(MP2/6-311+0(3df,2p)) - E(MP2/6-3110(2df,p)) 
- E(MP2/6-31 l+O(d,p)) + E(MP2/6-3 l 10(d,p)) (34) 
This step has the added benefit of looking at the direct effect on the energy of 
including both diffuse functions and polarization functions in the basis set. Separating 
out the two effects has been shown to be a poor approximation, i.e. nonadditive, for some 
molecules.l11 
The final form of the 02 energy is therefore: 
02 = 01+6 + l.14npair 
= E(QCISD(T)/6-31 lO(d,p)) + E(MP4/6-3 I l+O(d,p)) 
+ E(MP4/6-3 l 10(2df,p)) - 2E(MP4/6-3l10(d,p)) 
+ E(MP2/6-3 I l +G(3df ,2p)) - E(MP2/6-3 l ~ 0 (2df,p)) 
- E(MP2/6-3 l l +O(d,p) + E(MP2/6-31 l O(d,p)) + HLC + ZPE* 
""QCISD(T)/6-311+0(3df,2p)) + HLC + ZPE* (35) 
Here npair is the number of valence electron pairs. The 02 energy is effectively a 
QCISD(T)/6-311 +G(3df,2p) energy. Curtiss et al.csJ have tested the validity of 02 
thermochemical data compared to that obtained from full QCISD(T)/6-311 +0(3df ,2p) 
computations. They have found that the two sets of data (125 elements) show an average 
absolute deviation of 1.3 kJ mor 1• 
3. 02(MP2) 
In the 02(MP2) procedure the sum 6E(+) + 6E(2df) + 6 (steps 4, 5 and 9) is 
replaced by a single correction at the MP2 level 6MPz :l21 
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6Mn = E(MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p)) - E(MP2/6-311G(d,p)) 
Therefore the total G2(MP2) energy is evaluated as: 
G2(MP2) = E(QCISD(T)/6-31lG(d,p))+6MP2 + HLC + ZPE* 
= E(QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d,p)) + E(MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p)) 
- E(MP2/6-311G(d,p)) + HLC + ZPE* 
(36) 
(37) 
Notice that if a G2 energy is calculated, all of the information required for the G2(MP2) 
energy is available. 
The reason the G2(MP2) method is used is that it saves considerable computer time 
and disk space yet gives thermochemical data comparable to that of G2. For example, for 
the set of 125 systems assessed by Pople and coworkers,r 11 the average absolute deviation 
between G2 and G2(MP2) theory is 3.10 kJ mor1 and between G2(MP2) theory and 
experiment is 6.61 kJ mor' .£21 
4. G2(MP2,SVP) 
Further reductions in disk space and computer time are accomplished by decreasing 
the size of the basis set used in the QCISD(T) component of the G2(MP2) calculation. In 
the G2(MP2,SVP) procedure, the 6-31 IG(d,p) basis set is replaced by the 6-31G(d) basis 
set and 6MP2 is consequently replaced by 6MP2,sVP:l'01 
6Mn,svp= E(MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p)) - E(MP2/6-31G(d)) (38) 
G2(MP2,SVP) = E(QCISD(T)/6-31 G( d)) + E(MP2/6-3 I 1 +G(3df,2p)) 
- E(MP2/6-31G(d)) + HLC + ZPE* (39) 
The G2 and G2(MP2) methods have been used in this work with one minor change. 
Since the 6-31G(d) basis set is not available for fourth row elements, the 6-31 lG(d) basis 
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set has been used to optimize geometries and obtain vibrational frequencies (steps 1, 2 
and 8). 
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ill.RESULTS 
Tables 1-3 give the MP2/6-3l1G(d) optimum bond lengths (in angstroms) and bond 
angles (in degrees) for the diatomic and triatomjc species considered in this work. 
Equilibrium structures for both triplet and singlet spin states have been tabulated. 
Separate tables have been provided for the B-A-B and B-B-A connectivities. In some 
calculations, the molecules have been forced to be linear and/or symmetric. These 
constraints have been noted in the tables. Since the reported geometries for these 
molecules may not be the global minima (or in fact minima at all) on the relevant 
potential energy surfaces, calculations relaxing these constraints will be performed. 
Total molecular energies E(T) (in hartrees (atomic units)) obtained at each of the 
calculational levels required to determine a G2 and G2(MP2) energy are co1lected in 
Tables 4-9. Each table includes data for both triplet and sipglet spin states. In addition, 
the tables for the triatomic neutrals, cations and anions (Tables 4-6, respectively) include 
total energies for both B-A-B and A-B-B connectivities. 
Table 10 contains the G2(MP2) and G2 energies for the monatomic products of the 
bond dissociation reactions examined in this work (equations 7, 14, 18 and 19). Tables 
11 -16 contain G2(MP2) and G2 energies plus the zero-point energies (ZPE and ZPE*) 
and higher level corrections for the triatomic and diatomic reactants. The data have been 
grouped by spin state and atom connectivity. The units of all values are hartrees (I h = 
627.5 kcal mor1 = 2625.5 kJ mor1). 
Calculated and experimental average bond dissociation energies (in kJ mor1) are 
compared for the neutral triatomics in Table 17 and for the neutral diatornics in Table 18. 
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The experimental results are from O'Hare and coworkers,l3°1 the JANAF tablesP21 or the 
NBS tables. l33J Table 19 presents the calculated average bond dissociation energies for 
the cationic systems and Table 20 presents the corresponding data for the anionic 
systems. In all of the bond dissociation reactions, each reactant and product is in its 
electronic ground state. Finally, the calculated bond dissociation energy ratios < 
D0 m(AB2)>1D0 m(AB), <D0 m(AB2-)>ID0 m(AB") and <D0 m(ABt)>ID0 m(AB+) are listed in 
Tables 21-23, respectively. Ratios based on the experimental datal30·32·331 are also 
provided for the neutral systems in Table 21. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 
A. Geometries 
Consider the geometries of the triatomic singlet systems with B-A-B connectivity in 
Table 1. Every system is symmetric and linear, i.e. has D oob symmetry. This result can be 
rationalized by examining the molecular orbital diagrams for the linear vs. bent 
configurations (Figure 1 ). l34l Each of these molecules and ions has sixteen valence 
electrons. The energies of most of the occupied valence orbitals are destabilized on 
bending and, therefore, these triatomic species are linear. As expected, the trends in bond 
length directly correlate with the trends in van der Waals radii. For a given A atom or 
ion, the A-B bond lengths follow the order A-0 < A-S < A-Se. Keeping B unchanged, 
when A is from the same group, the bonds lengthen going down the group. Keeping B 
unchanged, when A is from the same row, the bonds are shortest when A is a cation and 
longest when A is an anion. 
Although the patterns for the bond lengths are similar for the triatomic triplet B-A-B 
systems, some of these systems have asymmetric A-B bonds. Furthermore, in almost all 
cases the B-A-B angle is no longer 180°, as it is for the triatomic singlet B-A-B systems. 
The lower symmetry and longer bond lengths of the triplet species compared to the 
singlet species can also be rationalized by examining the molecular orbital diagrams 
(Figure I). The lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) for the symmetric linear 
systems are two degenerate antibonding 7t-orbitals. Thus, excitation of an electron into 
the LUMO increases the antibonding character of the molecule or ion and lengthens the 
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bonds. Bending the B-A-B angle reduces the orbital overlap in the LUMO and stabilizes 
the molecule or ion. 
The optimum structures of the triatomic singlet B-B-A species are all linear or cyclic 
(Table 2). Of course, for the latter structures there is no distinction between B-B-A and 
B-A-B connectivities. The cyclic geometries occur when the species contain a third 
and/or fourth row element, which lead to longer bond lengths and less ring strain. The 
triplet B-B-A species tend to be bent (as opposed to cyclic). Regardless of spin state, the 
linear and bent B-B-A systems show A-B bond lengthening for a given A going down the 
B group and for a given B going down the A group. 
The trends in bond distances are the same for the diatomic molecules, cations, and 
anions (Table 3). Comparing the A-B distances in the diatomics to the A-B distances in 
the triatomics, there is no uniform change in bond distances. Examples of both bond 
shortening and lengthening are observed. 
B. Relative Stabilities 
The difference in the MP4/6-3 l l G( d) and QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d) total energies E(T) 
in Tables 4-9 serve as one check on the reliability of the G2 and G2(MP2) energies. A 
small difference(< 0.01 hartree) indicates that truncating the MPn series at fourth order is 
valid. Large oscillations in MP2, MP4, and QCISD(T) energies mean there is a problem 
with the perturbation treatment. Open shell systems are often more difficult to calculate 
accurately than closed shell systems. 171 This difficulty is apparent from the larger 
differences in the MP4/6-3 l l G( d) and QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d) total energies for many of 
the triplet spin states relative to the corresponding singlet spin states. A particularly 
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striking example of poor convergence of the MPn series is given by the total energies of 
the N-0-0+ singlet system (Table 5). The 02 and G2(MP2) energies are not likely to be 
reliable for this system, which suggests that it .is not stable. 
Several conclusions can be drawn from the total energies in Tables 11-16. First, the 
ground state of every triatomic molecule, cation, and anion studied in this work is a 
singlet with B-A-B connectivity. For the ground state, the structure with the less 
electronegative atom in the center is favored since the highest occupied molecular orbitals 
(HOMO) are a set of 7t-orbitals with a nodal plane through the central atom (Figure I)P41 
This nodal plane pushes electron density towards the terminal atoms. Thus, the terminal 
positions should be occupied by the more electronegative atoms and the central position 
by the less electronegative atom. The triplet spin state is less stable than the singlet spin 
state due to the anti bonding nature of the LUMO of these species. Second, for the excited 
. 
states the B-A-B structure is more stable for some molecules and ions whereas the B-B-A 
structure is more stable for others. Bending the molecule or ion and exciting an electron 
from the HOMO to the LUMO both increase the electron density at the central position 
and reduce the preference for the B-A-B connectivityP41 Third, all of the diatomic 
species have singlet ground states. In contrast, the monatomic species have triplet ground 
states (Table 10). 
Note that the third column in Tables l L-16, the higher level correction HLC, is the 
same for every entry in a particular table. The HLCs are identical because the entries are 
isoelectronic species with the same number of a and ~ electrons. Comparing the fourth 
and fifth columns in each of these tables shows that the G2 energy is generally more 
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stable (more negative) than the G2(MP2) energy. This energy ordering is expected since 
G2(MP2) is a more approximate method. 
C. Bond Dissociation Energies 
The calculated bond dissociation energies <D0 m(AB2)> and D0 m(AB) reported in 
Tables 17 - 20 are for reactions involving ground state species at 0 K. The sum of the 
temperature correction terms ~(LIBv 298) + LIB/98 + LIBt298 + ~(PV) (equations 10 and 12) 
will be evaluated directly but can be estimated as follows. For the linear triatomic 
systems (equation 14), LIBt298 = 3RT, LIB/98 =-RT and ~(PV) =RT. Combining these 
terms yields 10 kJ mor1• Only the LBAB bending vibrational mode will contribute 
significantly to ~(LIB/98). This term is negative for these reactions and will range from 0 
to -4 kJ mor 1• The latter value was obtained by using 1 cm·1 for the vibrational frequency 
. 
in equation 13. Thus, the net effect of converting the D0 m values for the triatomics from 0 
K to 298. 15 K will be to increase D0m(AB2) by about 6-10 kJ mor I and <D0 m(AB2)> by 
about 3 - 5 kJ mor 1. For the diatomics (equation 7), only LIBi298 (3/2 RT), .1.E/98 (-RT), 
and ~(PV) (RT) will make a measurable contribution to the temperature correction. The 
net effect of converting the D0 m values for the diatomics from 0 K to 298.15 K will be to 
increase D0 m(AB) by about 4 kJ mor1. 
In many cases the G2 bond dissociation energies are reproduced well by the 
G2(MP2) results. When there is a large discrepancy in the two sets of data, the G2(MP2) 
bond dissociation energies are overestimated compared to the G2 energies. The 
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overestimation usually ranges from 10- 15 kJ mor' but can be as large as 25 kJ mor1• 
The discrepancies tend to be larger for the diatornics than for the triatornics. 
According to the Lewis structures of these molecules, the A-B bond is a triple bond 
in the diatomic species and a double bond in the triatomic species. Thus, D0 m(AB) 
should be greater than <.D0 m(AB2)>, and that is what is observed in Tables 17 - 20. 
As far as we know reliable experimental bond dissociation energies are available 
only for the neutral systems. There are a number of examples in Table 17 for which the 
G2 and G2(MP2) data are low relative to the experimental data. For these cases, 
converting the calculated bond dissociation energies to 298.15 K will improve the 
agreement between theory and experiment. The uncertainty in the experimental values is 
about 5-10 kJ mor 1 Y0•32·331 The conversion will make most of these calculated energies 
very close to the range of accepted experimental energies. Note that the calculations 
support the <.D0 m(C02)> value of 804 kJ mor1 from the NBS tables[331 and the D0 m(CS) 
value of 709 kJ mor1 from the JANAF tablesY21 
Unfortunately, an unsatisfactory number of calculated D0 m values are too large with 
respect to the experimental values. There are several possible reasons for this result. 
First, G2 and G2(MP2) theory are known to have problems with other multiply-bonded 
species.[1•21 Second, G2 and G2(MP2) theory have not been validated for systems 
containing fourth-row elements. It is possible that the additivity approximations are less 
accurate for these systems and/or that a different higher level correction is required. 
D. Bond Dissociation Energy Ratios 
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Despite the reasonably large difference in some G2 and G2(MP2) bond dissociation 
energies, the bond dissociation energy ratios differ by no more than 0.02 (Tables 21 - 23). 
The <D0 m(AB2)>/D0 m(AB) ratios for both sets of calculations range from 0.73 to 0.81. 
The corresponding experimental ratios range from 0.75 to 0.82P0•32•331 The largest 
discrepancy in the calculated and experimental values is 0.04. The calculated ratios tend 
to be too low due to the greater overestimation of D0 m(AB). Since the uncertainty in the 
experimental data is as large as ±O.os,l3°1 the computations reproduce the experimental 
bond dissociation energy ratios better than the experimental bond dissociation energies. 
Therefore, if one of the bond dissociation energies is known, a predicted ratio would give 
a very good estimate of the second bond dissociation energy. When ratios for larger 
systems are desired, our results suggest that the G2(MP2) method can replace the G2 
method with little loss of accuracy. 
The predicted <D0 m(AB2-)>1D0 m(AB") and <D0 m,(AB2 '+)>ID0 mCAB+) ratios (Tables 22 
and 23, respectively) are also nearly constant. The ratios for the isoelectronic anions are 
larger by about 0.1 than those for the neutrals and vary over a narrower range, i.e. 0.84-
0.89. The ratios for the isoelectronic cations are smaller by about 0.1 and vary from 0.62 
- 0.69. These results clearly illustrate the power of using isoelectronic comparisons to 
organize data and make predictions. 
A qualitative explanation for the constancy of these sets of ratios is given by the 
following analysis. If reaction 14 ( 19) is split into two steps, the second step is simply 
reaction 7 ( 18). 
AB2-7 AB +B (40) 
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AB7A+B (7) 
Using the notation D0 m(BA ... B) for the bond dissociation energy associated with reaction 
40 leads to the following expression for <D0m(AB2)> (equation 41). 
<D0m(AB2)> = (D0m(BA ... B) + D0 m(AB))/2 (41) 
The ratio <D0 m(AB2)>/<D0 m(AB)> is then: 
<D0 m(AB2)>1D0 m(AB) = (D0 m(BA ... B) + D0 m(AB))/2D0 m(AB) 
= Y2 + D0m(BA .. . B)/2 D0 m(AB) (42) 
Since for these systems D0 m(BA ... B) is smaller than D0 m(AB) the ratio will be between 
0.5 and 1.0. 
Estimating the bond dissociation energy of a double bond as two-thirds that of a 
triple bond, the second term in equation 42 is equal to 0.33, yielding a ratio of --0.8. Our 
results imply that D0 m(BA ... B) is a larger fraction of D0 m(AB) for the anions and a 
smaller fraction of D0 m(AB) for the cations. 
The ratio ordering anion > neutral > cation can be rationalized qualitatively as 
follows. Recall that the A-B bond length ordering is also anion> neutral> cation. The 
energy level diagram for the molecular orbitals (Figure 1) shows that the HOMO for the 
diatomics is a set of bonding 7t- orbitals and the HOMO for the triatomics is a set of 
antibonding 7t- orbitals. Thus, shortening the bond length increases the bond strengths of 
the diatomics and weakens the bond strengths of the triatomics. Comparing the anions 
and the neutrals, the bond strength changes will increase the magnitude of the numerator 
and decrease the magnitude of the denominator in equation 42 for the anions with respect 
to the neutrals. Overall, both effects increase the bond dissociation energy ratios for the 
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anions with respect to the neutrals. Analogous arguments can be applied to the neutrals 
and cations. 
In summary, geometries and total energies have been computed for isoelectronic 
AB2 and AB systems, for which A= C, Si, Ge, N+, p+, As+, ff, Ar, Ga- and B = 0, S, Se. 
The triatomic species have sixteen electrons and the diatomics have ten electrons. The 
ground state of all the diatomic and triatomic species considered are singlets. The most 
stable structure for the triatomics has the B-A-B connectivity with symmetric A-B bond 
lengths, i.e. Dooh symmetry. Linear, cyclic, and bent structures were found for the triplet 
states and for the singlet states with B-B-A connectivity. For the neutral systems, G2 and 
G2(MP2) bond dissociation energies and bond dissociation energy ratios have been 
compared with experimental data. £30•32•331 Deviations between experimental and 
calculated bond dissociation energies are as large as 25 kJ mor1 and tend to be largest for 
. 
species containing fourth-row elements. Despite the deviations in the bond dissociation 
energies, the agreement between theory and experimentc3oJ is excellent for the bond 
dissociation energy ratios. For each isoelectronic series, the ratios are nearly constant and 
follow the order anions(= 0.9) >neutrals(= 0.8) >cations(= 0.7). The trends in bond 
lengths and bond angles, the preferred connectivity, the preferred ground state, and the 
bond dissociation energy ratio ordering have been explained using a qualitative molecular 
orbital approach. The constancy of the bond dissociation energy ratios has also been 
rationalized. The advantage of using isoelectronic comparisons to organize data and 
make predictions is clearly illustrated by the results of this study. 
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Table 1. MP2(full)/6-311G(d) Geometries for B-A-B S~ecies.3 
Singlet Triplet 
Species AB1 AB2 LBAB AB1 AB2 LBAB 
C02 1.168 1.168 180.0 *******b 
CS2 1.561 1.561 180.0 1.622 1.622 125.0 
CSei 1.700 1.700 180.0 1.761 1.761 123.5 
Si02 1.521 1.521 180.0 1.571 1.571 126.3 
SiS2 1.924 1.924 180.0 2.091 1.957 116.6 
SiSe2 2.064 2.064 180.0 2.147 2.147 108.2d 
Ge02 1.628 1.628 180.0 1.599 1.859 135.5 
GeS2 2.005 2.005 180.0 2.020 2.215 119.7 
GeSe2 2.139 2.139 180.0 2.147 2.357 121.0 
NOt 1.139 1.139 179.9 1.192 1.192 122.8 
NS2+ 1.524 1.524 180.0 1.552 1.553 138.9 
NSe2+ 1.681 1.681 180.0 1.615 2.451 129.7 
P02+ 1.453 1.453 179.9 1.558 1.558 103.1 
PS2+ 1.861 1.861 180.0 1.968 1.968 110.6 
PSe2+ 2.015 2.015 180.0 2.125 2.125 108.5d 
As02+ 1.589 1.589 180.0 1.728 1.728 97.5 
AsS2+ 1.978 1.978 180.0 2.110 2.110 105.6 
AsSe2+ 2.124 2.124 180.0 2.195 2.195 180.0c,d 
B02- 1.267 1.267 180.0 1.288 1.399 118.7 
BS2- 1.678 1.678 180.0 l.762 1.762 114.1 
BSe2- 1.812 1.812 180.0 1.904 l.904 IJ2.0d 
AI02- l.648 1.648 180.0 l.680 1.680 180.0 
AlS2- 2.053 2.053 180.0 2.268 2.084 117.8 
AlSe2- 2.185 2.185 180.0 2.223 2.417 116.8 
Gao2- 1.697 1.697 180.0 1.919 1.686 130.1 
Gas2- 2.069 2.069 180.0 2.320 2.112 118.2 
GaSe2- 2.199 2.199 180.0 2.247 2.468 118.1 
nBond lengths in angstroms, bond angles in degrees. 60nly the 
symmetric, linear B-A-B structure and the singlet state were 
examined for C02. cForced to be linear. dForced to be symmetric. 
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Table 2. MP2(full)/6-311G(d) Geometries for B-B-A SJ!ecies.8 
Singlet TriQlet 
Species AB BB LBBA AB BB LBBA 
CS2 1.596 1.900 180.0 1.630 1.941 115.8 
CSe2 1.749 2.174 180.0 1.828 2.203 111.0 
Si02 1.618 1.245 180.0 1.532 2.879 180.0b 
SiS2 1.988 1.939 180.0 2.077 2.093 115.3 
SiSe2 2.1 16 2.218 180.0 2.196 2.392 112.0 
Ge02 1.802 1.611 63.5 1.827 1.332 122.4 
GeS2 2.090 1.930 180.0 2.186 2.068 113.3 
GeSe2 2.363 2.364 62.7 2.304 2.364 110.4 
NOt 1.512 1.240 180.0 1.550 1.163 119.4 
NS2+ 1.601 1.864 180.0b 1.492 2.062 111 .5 
NSe2+ 1.771 2.545 44.1 1.704 2.292 108.9 
P02+ 1.586 1.676 58.l 1.570 1.357 125.9 
PS2+ 2.010 1.875 180.0b 1.890 2.094 115.8 
PSe2+ 2. 138 2.145 180.0b 2.110 2.311 109.9 
AsS2+ 2.223 1.947 113.2 
AsSe2+ 2.281 2.150 180.0 2.308 2.266 108.9 
B02- 1.252 1.405 180.0 1.243 2.629 132.3 
BS2- l.714 2.089 180.0 l.700 2.124 115.0 
BSe2- 2.090 2.398 55.0 1.850 3.019 180.0b 
AI02- 1.669 1.381 179.9 1.860 1.295 · 180.ob 
. 
AIS2- 2.285 2.185 61.5 2.1 16 2.878 105.l 
AISe2· 2.460 2.439 60.3 2.266 3.039 97.2 
Ga02- 1.776 1.347 179.9 1.726 2.446 180.0b 
GaS2- 2.350 2.195 62.2 2.104 2.132 180.0b,c 
GaSe2- 2.510 2.443 60.9 2.862 2.273 180.0b,c 
11Bond lengths in angstroms, bond angles in degrees. 6Forced to be 
linear. cNot a minumum on the potential energy surface, one 
imaginary frequency. 
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Table 3. MP2(full)/6-311G(d) 
Geometries for A-B Species.a 
Species AB(singlet) AB(triplet) 
co 1.138 1.169 
CS 1.541 1.547 
CSe 1.682 1.704 
SiO 1.532 1.493 
SiS l.939 1.999 
SiSe 2.079 2.157 
GeO I .646 1.724 
GeS 2.024 2.072 
GeSe 2.159 2.216 
NO+ 1.085 1.111 
NS+ 1.472 1.466 
NSe+ 1.640 1.632 
po+ 1.456 1.518 
ps+ 1.853 1.926 
PSe + 2.002 2.062 
Aso+ 1.604 1.674 
Ass+ 1.978 2.036 
AsSe + 2. 123 2.290 
Bo- 1.241 1.286 
BS- 1.695 1.728 
Bse· I .841 1.870 
Alo- 1.667 1.678 
AIS- 2.095 2.11 0 
A lse· 2.235 2.256 
Gao· 1.727 1.740 
Gas· 2.125 2.146 
Gase· 2.263 2.292 
nBond lengths in angstroms. 
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Table 4. Total Energies for Triatomic Neutrals.a 
B-A-B B-B-A 
Molecule Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T) E(T) 
(singlet) (trieleQ (singlet) (trielet) 
C02 MP2/6-311G(d) -188.199 13 
MP4/6-311G(d) -188.22486 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -188.21579 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -188.295 13 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -188.32546 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -188.20654 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p} -188.23246 
MP2/6-3 l I +G(3df,2p) -188.31198 
CS2 MP2/6-31 IG(d) -833.33517 -833.21702 -833. 14582 -833.09121 
MP4/6-31 1G(d) -833.37998 -833.26614 -833.20842 -833.14664 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d) -833.37226 -833.26877 -833.19468 -833. 16825 
MP2/6-3 l lG(2df,p) -833.43972 -833.3 1815 -833.27212 -833.20813 
MP4/6-3 l I G(2df,p) -833.49585 -833.38008 -833.34103 -833.27476 
MP2/6-3 1 l +G(d,p) -833.33880 -833.22245 -833. 15058 -833.0978 1 
MP4/6-3 l l +G( d,p) -833.38421 -833.27214 -833.21359 -833.15373 
MP2/6-3 l I +G(3df,2p) -833.45106 -833.33 120 -833.28708 -833.22168 
CSei MP2/6-3l lG(d) -4837.83100 -4837.73309 -4837.67680 -4837 .60680 
MP4/6-31 1G(d) -4837.8744 1 -4837.78003 -4837.74045 -4837.65279 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -4837.86310 -4837 .78157 -4837.72257 -4837 .68182 
MP2/6-3 l IG(2df,p) -4837 .90577 -4837 .8059 1 -4837.75248 -4837.67644 
MP4/6-31 IG(2df,p) -4837 .95805 -4837 .86193 -4837.82399 -4837.73218 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -4837 .83299 -4837 .73627 -4837 .67971 -4837.60955 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -4837.87667 
-4837 .78356- -4837.74355 -4837.65590 
MP2/6-31 l +G(3df,2p) -4837 .92706 -4837 .82750 -4837.77433 -4837 .69851 
Si02 MP2/6-31 IG(d) -439.17378 -438.98452 -438.99699 -439.0213lb 
MP4/6-311G(d) -439.200 12 -439.02514 -439.06279 -439.06189 
QCISD(T)/6-3 1 lG(d) -439.18858 -439.0305 1 -439.02998 -439.05484 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -439.28765 -439.09536 -439.10008 -439.1 1155 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -439.31800 -439.14 196 -439. 16499 -439.15750 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -439.18962 -438.99707 -439.00879 -439.03315 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -439.21579 -439.03848 -439.07498 -439.07408 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -439.30967 -439. 11334 -439.12035 -439.12860 
SiS2 MP2/6-3 l l G( d) -1084.36853 - I 084.29232 -1084.26095 - I 084.23447 
MP4/6-3 l l G( d) - I 084.41262 - 1084.34120 -1084.31765 -1084.28543 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -1084.41I94 - 1084.348 11 -1084.31372 -1084.29238 
MP2/6-3 1 IG(2df,p) -1084.49494 - I 084.40938 - I 084.39487 -1084 .354 I 9 
MP4/6-31 1G(2df,p) 
-1084.55 I 18 -1084.47218 - I 084.45943 -1084.41961 
MP2/6-3 1 l +G(d,p) -1084.37281 -1084.29770 -1084.26464 -1084.24067 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -1084.4 1730 - 1084.347 13 -1084.32181 -1084 .29209 
MP2/6-31 l +G(3df,2p) -1084.50617 - I 084.4 1884 - 1084.40675 -1084.36331 
SiSei MP2/6-31 IG(d) 
-5088.90249 -5088.83550 -5088.80601 -5088.78825 
MP4/6-3 l l G( d) -5088.94292 -5088.88183 -5088.85608 -5088.83550 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G(d) 
-5088.94175 -5088.88945 -5088.85498 -5088.84250 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -5088.98607 -5088.9 1378 -5088.88598 -5088.86123 
MP4/6-3llG(2df,p) 
-5089.03774 -5088.97 161 -5088.94665 -5088.92050 
MP2/6-31 l +G(d,p) -5088.90373 -5088.83775 -5088.80792 -5088.79082 
MP4/6-31 l +G( d,p) -5088.94437 -5088.88442 -5088.85823 -5088.83836 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) 
-5089.00601 -5088.93255 -5088.90576 -5088.88184 
Ge02 MP2/6-311G(d) -2225.51278 
-2225 .41280 -2225.44794 -2225.35287 
38 
MP4/6-3 I I G( d) -2225.54449 -2225.44895 -2225.48301 -2225.39175 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G(d) -2225.52605 -2225.44748 -2225.47601 -2225.39611 
MP2/6-31 IG(2df,p) -2225.62069 -2225.51132 -2225.55430 -2225.44320 
MP4/6-3 l l G(2df,p) -2225.65429 -2225.55146 -2225.59247 -2225.48633 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2225.52699 -2225.42469 -2225.45946 -2225.36144 
MP4/6-3 I l+G(d,p) -2225.55843 -2225 .46122 -2225.49530 -2225.40133 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) -2225.63925 -2225.53006 -2225.57416 -2225.46306 
GeS2 MP2/6-3 I l G(d) -2870.76654 -2870.75082 -2870.67960 -2870.65668 
MP4/6-3 l 1G(d) -2870.81054 -2870.74397 -2870.73721 -2870.70673 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -2870.81007 -2870.75082 -2870.73112 -2870.75082 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2870.87196 -2870.79370 -2870.80090 -2870.764 14 
MP4/6-3 l l G(2df,p) -2870.92761 -2870.85602 -2870.86395 -2870.82621 
MP2/6-3 1 l +G(d,p) -2870.76946 -2870.69871 -2870.68283 -2870.66196 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2870.81385 -2870.74834 -2870.74086 -2870.71236 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -2870.88564 -2870.80706 -2870.81754 -2870.77839 
GeSe2 MP2/6-311G(d) -6875.30170 -6875.23929 -6875.29283 -6875.20949 
MP4/6-3 l IG(d) -6875 .34 198 -6875.28483 -6875.33475 -6875.25566 
QCISD(T)/6-31 1 G(d) -6875.34108 -6875.29101 -6875.33595 -6875.26199 
MP2/6-3 l l G(2df,p) -6875.37017 -6875.30277 -6875.36111 -687 5 .27215 
MP4/6-3 l l G(2df,p) -6875.42088 -6875.35856 -6875.41282 -6875.32798 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -6875.30289 -6875.24110 -6875.29512 -6875.21158 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -6875.34331 -6875.28687 -6875.33721 -6875.25795 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) -6875.39436 -6875.32774 -6875.38896 -6875.29866 
3Energies in hartrees (au). 6Forced to be linear. 
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Table 5. Total Energies for Triatomic Cations.a 
B-A-B B-B-A 
Cation Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T) E(T) 
(singlet) (triElet) (singlet) (triElet) 
NOt MP2/6-311G(d) -204.33993 -204.16457 -204.20756 -204.02793 
MP4/6-3l1G(d) -204.37014 -204.21011 -204.35502 -204.07530 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -204.34048 -204.21847 -204.09843 -204.09070 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -204.43981 -204.26029 -204.03616 -204.12018 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -204.47395 -204.31081 -204.10681 -204.17248 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -204.34447 -204.16994 -204.21346 -204.03332 
MP4/6-3ll+G(d,p) -204.37526 -204.21607 -204.36214 -204.08132 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2p) -204.45389 -204.27560 -204.31029 -204.13349 
NSt MP2/6-3l1G(d) -849.63977 -849.53490 -849.51643b -849.43956 
MP4/6-3 l 1 G( d) -849.67882 -849.58371 -849.57892 -849.49891 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -849.65836 -849.58662 -849.52122 -849.52506 
MP2/6-3 l 1G(2df,p) -849.74845 -849.64306 -849.63983 -849.55746 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -849.79837 -849.70362 -849.70515 -849.62918 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -849.64478 -849.54106 -849.52235 -849.44673 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -849.68430 -849.59042 -849.58483 -849.50655 
MP2/6-31 l +G(3df,2p) -849.76168 -849.65746 -849.65425 -849.57080 
NSet MP2/6-311G(d) -4854. 15852 -4854.02977 -4854.06438 -4854.01374 
MP4/6-31 IG(d) -4854.19307 -4854.07556 -4854.11490 -4854.06766 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -4854.16701 -4854.07766 -4854.10754 -4854.07447 
MP2/6-3 l 1 G(2df,p) -4854.24429 -4854.10117 -4854. 15286 -4854.09263 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -4854.28692 -4854.15305 -4854.21099 -4854.15446 
MP2/6-31 l +G(d,p) -4854.16113 -4854.03395 -4854.06818 -4854.01755 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -4854.19591 -4854.08005 -4854. 11913 -4854.07170 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) -4854.26644 -4854.09321 -4854. 17581 -4854.11547 
POt MP2/6-311G(d) -490.61340 -490.50272 -490.53877 -490.43795 
MP4/6-311G(d) -490.64760 -490.55006 -490.58042 -490.48239 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -490.62828 -490.56557 -490.57017 -490.48755 
MP2/6-3 l 1 G(2df,p) -490.73594 -490.61583 -490.66121 -490.54159 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -490.77323 -490.66980 -490.70694 -490.59223 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -490.62033 -490.50866 -490.54573 -490.44505 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -490.65509 -490.55684 -490.58826 -490.49052 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -490.75427 -490.63059 -490.67654 -490.55622 
PSt MP2/6-31 1G(d) -1 135.85234 -1135.80020 -1135.80425b -1135.76086 
MP4/6-3 I 1G(d) -1135 .90232 -1135.85581 -1135.86799 - 1135.81700 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) - 11 35.89561 -1135.86448 -1135.83567 -1135.83072 
MP2/6-3l1G(2df,p) -1135.98956 -1135.92715 -1135.93767 -1135.88677 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -1136.05010 - 11 35.99680 -1136.00540 -1135.95678 
MP2/6-3 I1+G(d,p) -1135.85950 -1135.80837 -1135.81105 -1135.76902 
MP4/6-31 1+G(d,p) -1135.90980 -1135.86434 -1135.87455 -1135.82550 
MP2/6-3 l I +G(3df ,2p) - 1136.00459 -1135 .93970 -1135.95210 -1135 .89943 
PSe2+ MP2/6-3 l 1G(d) -5140.40038 -5140.36200 -5140.35330b -5 140.32256 
MP4/6-3l1G(d) -5140.44604 -5 140.41317 -5140 .40844 -5 140.37486 
QCISD(T)/6-31 tG(d) -5140.43857 -5140.42003 -5140.38493 -5140.39197 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -5140.49652 -5140.44926 -5140.43780 -5 140.40159 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -5140.55178 -5140.5 1112 -5140.50377 -5140.46513 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -5140.40378 -5140.36591 -5140.35670 -5140.32633 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -5 140.44965 -5140.41732 -5140.41177 -5140.37884 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -5140.51904 -5140.46959 -5140.45843 -5140.42350 
As02+ MP2/6-311G(d) -2383.97721 -2383.90322 
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MP4/6-3 l l G( d) -2384.02074 -2383.94908 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G(d) -2383.99040 -2383.95976 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2384.08638 -2384.00672 
MP4/6-3 11G(2df,p) -2384. 13 195 -2384.05755 
MP2/6-3 1 l +G(d,p) -2383.98265 -2383.90858 
MP4/6-3 1 l+G(d,p) -2384.02650 -2383.955 15 
MP2/6-3 I I +G(3df,2p) -2384.10219 -2384.022 18 
Asst MP2/6-311G(d) -3029.27375 -3029.23569 -3029.20447 
MP4/6-311G(d) -3029.32361 -3029.29032 -3029.25812 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -3029.31800 -3029.29887 -3029.27255 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -3029.38336 -3029.33808 -3029 .31288 
MP4/6-3l JG(2df,p) -3029.44382 -3029.40554 -3029.37873 
MP2/6-3l l+G(d,p) -3029.27752 -3029 .24139 -3029.21059 
MP4/6-3 1 l+G(d,p) -3029.32771 -3029.29628 -3029.26450 
MP2/6-3 1 l+G(3df,2p) -3029.39683 -3029.35256 -3029.32844 
Ass~+ MP2/6-3l1G(d) -7033.82311 -7033.71350 -7033.79550 -7033.76689 
MP4/6-3 1 IG(d) -7033.86865 -7033.76333 -7033.85003 -7033.81678 
QCISD(T)/6-3 1 lG(d) -7033.86224 -7033.77020 -7033.82371 -7033.83119 
MP2/6-3l IG(2df,p) -7033.89615 -7033.77005 -7033.86572 -7033.83102 
MP4/6-3 l I G(2df,p) -7033.95096 -7033.83233 -7033.928 18 -7033.88990 
MP2/6-3 1 l+G(d,p} -7033.82455 -7033.71491 -7033.79720 -7033.76886 
MP4/6-3 1 l+G(d,p) -7033.87025 -7033.76490 -7033.85184 -7033.81890 
MP2/6-3 I l +G(3df,2E) -7033.92095 -7033.81 100 -7033.89155 -7033.85791 
aEnergies in hartrees (au). 6Forced to be linear. 
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Table 6. Total Energies for Triatomic Anions.a 
B-A-B B-B-A 
Anion Calculational Level E(T) E(T) E(T) E(T) 
(singlet) (triElet) (singlet) (triElet) 
B02- MP2/6-311G(d) -175.05806 -174.86885 -174.77239 -174.78746 
MP4/6-3 l I G( d) -175.07959 -174.90109 -174.80930 -174.82438 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G(d) -175.07472 -174.90654 -174.80750 -174.82239 
MP2/6-3 l l G(2df,p) -175.15761 -174.96240 -174.86827 -174.87068 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -175.18377 -175.00003 -174.90917 -174.91274 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -175.08771 -174.90091 -174.79651 -174.81148 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -175.10888 -174.93426 -174.83503 -174.84935 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) -175.18996 -174.99788 -174.90148 -174.89952 
BS2- MP2/6-311G(d) -820.23318 -820.10235 -820.02753 -819.98825 
MP4/6-311G(d) -820.27429 -820.14700 -820.08061 -820.03198 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -820.27335 -820.14956 -820.08451 -820.04267 
MP2/6-3l1G(2df,p) -820.33628 -820.20088 -820.14408 -820.10018 
MP4/6-3l1G(2df,p) -820.39015 -820.25870 -820.20773 -820.15605 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -820.23676 -820.10989 -820.03220 -819.99490 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -820.27858 -820.15554 -820.08577 -820.03936 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -820.34583 -820.21503 -820.15720 -820.11335 
BSe2- MP2/6-311G(d) -4824.74128 -4824.62845 -4824.60417 -4824.54623b 
MP4/6-311G(d) -4824.78060 -4824.67014 -4824.64767 -4824.59533 
QCISD(T)/6-31 IG(d) -4824.77847 -4824.67210 -4824.64903 -4824.60142 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -4824.81104 -4824.69437 -4824.67426 -4824.60847 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -4824.86102 -4824.74699 -4824.72800 -4824.66739 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -4824.74627 -4824.63611 -4824.61435 -4824.55515 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -4824.78598 -4824.67842 - -4824.65797 -4824.60447 
MP2/6-3 l 1 +G(3df,2p) -4824.83225 -4824. 71899. -4824.70324 -4824.63381 
AI02- MP2/6-311G(d) -392.18256 -391.99667 -392.02025 -391.96008 
MP4/6-311G(d) -392.20746 -392.03770 -392.05732 -391.99450 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -392.19517 -392.04781 -392.05395 -391.99775 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -392.29836 -392.10442 -392.12196 -392.05619 
MP4/6-31 IG(2df,p) -392.32647 -392.15055 -392.16300 -392.09737 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -392.22742 -392.03731 -392.05014 -391.98216 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -392.25053 -392.07874 -392.08851 -392.01848 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) -392.33578 -392.14055 -392.15742 -392.08295 
AIS2- MP2/6-311 G(d) -1037.45537 -1037.36160 -1037.37959 -1037 .29992 
MP4/6-3I1G(d) -1037.49426 -1037.40348 -1037.42370 -1037.34723 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -1037.49551 -1037.41108 -1037.42581 -1037.35118 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) 
-1037 .56945 -1037.46917 -1037.50191 -1037.40316 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -1037.62147 -1037.52570 -1037 .55813 -1037.46432 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -1037.45774 -1037 .36617 -1037.38560 -1037 .30560 
MP4/6-3ll+G(d,p) -1037.49714 -1037.40875 -1037.4 3030 -1037.35349 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -1037 .57966 -1037.47899 -1037.51007 -1037.41406 
AISei- MP2/6-311G(d) -5041.99548 -5041.90762 -5041.93074 -5041.85715 
MP4/6-311G(d) -5042.03069 -5041 .94596 -5041.96978 -5041.89973 
QCISD(T)/6-31 IG(d) -5042.03147 -5041.95250 -5041.97150 -5041.90298 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -5042.06525 -5041.97387 -5042.00203 -5041.92080 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) 
-5042.11299 -5042.02484 -5042.05321 -5041.97528 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -5041.99918 -5041.91333 -5041.93690 -504 1.86359 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
-5042.03456 -5041.95203 -5041.97609 -5041.90651 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -5042.08866 -5041.99791 -5042.02740 -5041.94395 
Ga02- MP2/6-31 IG(d) 
-2073.41179 -2073.28756 -2073.23743 -2073.24295b 
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MP4/6-311G(d) -2073.43624 -2073.31493 -2073.27807 -2073.28216 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d) -2073.42184 -2073.31415 -2073.27217 -2073.27205 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2073.51571 -2073.37143 -2073.31473 -2073.31427 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -2073.54026 -2073.39947 -2073.35416 -2073.35250 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2073.44254 -2073.31464 -2073.26189 -2073.26388 
MP4/6-311 +G( d,p) -2073.46537 -2073.34163 -2073.30241 -2073.30156 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -2073.54083 -2073.40002 -2073.35102 -2073.27205 
Gas2- MP2/6-311G(d) -2718.73722 -2718.64420 -2718.67401 -2718.49429b 
MP4/6-311 G( d) -2718.77620 -2718.68704 -2718.71785 -2718.26476 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -2718.77730 -2718.69451 -2718.71964 -2718.26620 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2718.83851 -2718.74082 -2718.78615 -2718.29137 
MP4/6-3l 1G(2df,p) -2718.88981 -2718.79718 -2718.84060 -2718.34089 
MP2/6-311+G(d,p) -2718.73944 -2718.64806 -2718.67928 -2718.23177 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2718.77882 -2718.69142 -2718.72360 -2718.27066 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -2718.85205 -2718.75452 -2718.79900 -2718.32116 
GaSe2- MP2/6-311G(d) -6723.27666 -6723.19129 -6723.22597 -6723.11904b 
MP4/6-311 G( d) -6723.31196 -6723.23054 -6723.26476 -6723.16111 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -6723.31269 -6723.23697 -6723.26620 -6723 .16441 
MP2/6-3 l l G(2df,p) -6723.34194 -6723.25241 -6723.29137 -6723.18072 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -6723.38900 -6723.30317 -6723.34089 -6723.23326 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -6723.28074 -6723 .19664 -6723.23177 -6723.12407 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -6723.31616 -6723.23610 -6723.27066 -6723.16635 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -6723.36765 -6723.27950 -6723.32116 -6723.20941 
3 Energies in hartrees (au). bForced to be linear. 
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Table 7. Total Energies for Diatomic Neutrals.a 
Molecule CalculationaJ Level E(T) 
co 
CS 
CSe 
SiO 
SiS 
SiSe 
GeO 
MP2/6-31 lG(d) 
MP4/6-3 l 1 G( d) 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G(d) 
MP2/6-3 l 1 G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP2/6-3l l+G(3df,2p) 
MP2/6-31 IG(d) 
MP4/6-3 l l G(d) 
QCISD(T)/6-3 I I G(d) 
MP2/6-3 l I G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP2/6-3 I I +G(3df,2p) 
MP2/6-3 I 1 G( d) 
MP4/6-311G(d) 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d) 
MP2/6-3 11G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-3 l l G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-3 I l+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-3 l l +G(d,p) 
MP2/6-3 I I +G(3df,2p) 
MP2/6-3 I I G(d) 
MP4/6-31 IG(d) 
QCISD(T)/6-3 1 lG(d) 
MP2/6-3 I I G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-3l1G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-3l l+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP2/6-3 I l+G(3df,2p) 
MP2/6-3 l l G( d) 
MP4/6-3 l lG(d) 
QCISD(T)/6-3 l lG(d) 
MP2/6-3 l I G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-3 l I G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-3 l l +G( d,p) 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP2/6-3 I I +G(3df,2p) 
MP2/6-3 I 1 G(d) 
MP4/6-31 I G(d) 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-3 l I G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-3 l I +G( d,p) 
MP4/6-3 l l +G(d,p) 
MP2/6-3 l l+G(3df,2p) 
MP2/6-311G(d) 
MP4/6-3 l IG(d) 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) 
(singlet) 
-113.07475 
-11 3.09848 
- 11 3.09390 
-I 13.12726 
-113.15287 
-113.07816 
-113.10313 
-113.13672 
-435.58539 
-435.62217 
-435.6 1852 
-435.64 181 
-435.68372 
-435.58976 
-435.62685 
-435.6503 1 
-2437.82462 
-2437.86289 
-2437.8565 1 
-2437.86654 
-2437.90873 
-2437.82774 
-2437.86625 
-2437.87943 
-364. 10175 
-364.12708 
-364. 11931 
-364. 16335 
-364. 19102 
-364. 109985 
-364. 1353 1 
-364. 17457 
-686.68 168 
-686.7 1467 
-686.71514 
-686.74939 
-686.78886 
-686.68471 
-686.71796 
-686.75566 
-2688.94523 
-2688.97633 
-2688.97662 
-2688.9917 1 
-2689.0293 1 
-2688.94683 
-2688.97804 
-2689.00207 
-2150.48572 
-2150.51507 
-2150.50018 
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E(T) 
(triplet) 
-112.83748 
-I 12.85945 
-112.86773 
-I 12.89050 
-1 12.91524 
-112.84419 
-112.86623 
-112.90288 
-435.43961 
-435.47272 
-435.48916 
-435.49564 
-435.53619 
-435.44217 
-435.47552 
-435.50344 
-2437.69246 
-2437.72507 
-2437.74500 
-2437.73258 
-2437.77035 
-2437.69417 
-2437.72694 
-2437.74441 
-363.93387 -
-363.95536· 
-363 .. 95401 
-364.00253 
-364.02663 
-363.94677 
-363.96765 
-364.01626 
-686.55766 
-686.58846 
-686.59192 
-686.62666 
-686.66490 
-686.55965 
-686.59072 
-686.63171 
-2688.82947 
-2688.85917 
-2688.86256 
-2688.87675 
-2688.9137 1 
-2688.83052 
-2688.86033 
-2688.8869 1 
-2150.31810 
-2150.34802 
-2150.35807 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2150.53997 -2150.3733 1 
MP4/6-3 11G(2df,p) -2150.56840 -2150.40527 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2150.49306 -2150.32596 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2 150.52179 -2150.35615 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -2150.55434 -2150.38668 
GeS MP2/6-3 11G(d) -2473.09439 -2472.97146 
MP4/6-3 l 1G(d) -2473. 12697 -2473.00319 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d) -2473. 12731 -2473.00679 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2473.14947 -2473.02708 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -2473.18647 -2473.06480 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2473.09676 -2472.97308 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2473.12953 -2473.00504 
MP2/6-31 l +G(3df,2p) -2473.16050 -2473.03746 
GeSe MP2/6-3 11G(d) -4475.35934 -4475.24479 
MP4/6-31 l G( d) -4475.38995 -4475.27482 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G(d) -4475.39011 -4475.27810 
MP2/6-31 1G(2df,p} -4475.39560 -4475.28 133 
MP4/6-3 I l G(2df,p) -4475.43063 -4475.31661 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(d,p) -4475.36060 -4475.24584 
MP4/6-3 l l +G(d,p) -4475.39 124 -4475.27593 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) -4475.41169 -4475.29753 
aEnergies in hartrees (au). 
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Table 8. Total Energies for Diatomic Anions. a 
Anion Calculational Level E(T) E(T) 
(singlet) (triElet) 
BO- MP2/6-311G(d) -99.86550 -99.70213 
MP4/6-311G(d) -99.88694 -99.71883 
QCISD(T)/6-311 G( d) -99.88394 -99.72020 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -99.91984 -99.75904 
MP4/6-3 l I G(2df,p) -99.94340 -99.77850 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -99.88676 -99.75258 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -99.90863 -99.77032 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) -99.94312 
-99.80702 
BS- MP2/6-3 l 1 G( d) -422.42025 -422.32542 
MP4/6-311G(d) 
-422.45291 -422.35195 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -422.45426 -422.35547 
MP2/6-3 I 1 G(2df,p) -422.47654 -422.38122 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -422.51507 -422.41456 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -422.43133 -422.33424 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -422.46431 -422.36150 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -422.49 133 -422.39486 
Bse- MP2/6-3 I I G( d) -2424.67249 -2424.58739 
MP4/6-31 IG(d) -2424.70439 -2424.61322 
QCISD(T)/6-31 IG(d) 
-2424.70553 -2424.61664 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2424.71176 -2424.62557 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) -2424.74902 -2424.65753 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
-2424.68366 -2424.59697 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2424.71572 -2424.62316 
MP2/6-31 l +G(3df,2p) 
-2424.73127 -2424.64447 
AIO- MP2/6-311G(d) -317.07656 -316.96999 • 
MP4/6-3 I 1 G(d) -3 17.10240 -316.98936• 
QCISD(T)/6-31 IG(d) -317.09203 -316.98815 
MP2/6-3 l l G(2df,p) -317.13774 -3 17.0306 1 
MP4/6-31 IG(2df,p) -3 17. 16520 -317.05236 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
-3 17.10108 -3 16.97883 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -3 17.12544 -317.00485 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) -317.16 128 -3 17.0639 1 
AIS- MP2/6-311G(d) -639.70603 
-639.6 1929 
MP4/6-311 G( d) -639.73488 
-639.64363 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -639.73673 -639.64695 
MP2/6-31 IG(2df,p) -639.76981 -639.68275 
MP4/6-3 I I G(2df,p) 
-639.80541 -639.71430 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
-639.71065 -639.62360 
MP4/6-311 +G( d,p) -639.73979 -639.64854 
MP2/6-3 I I +G(3df,2p) -639.77793 -639.69195 
AlSe- MP2/6-311G(d) -2641.97604 -2641.89112 
MP4/6-3 l 1 G( d) -2642.00254 
-2641.9 1377 
QCISD(T)/6-31 IG(d) -2642.00419 -2641.9 1670 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2642.01764 -2641.93261 
MP4/6-3l1 G(2df,p) -2642.05128 
-2641.96274 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2641.98229 -2641.89792 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
-2642.00875 -2641.92071 
MP2/6-3 l 1 +G(3df,2p) -2642.03290 -2641.95001 
Gao- MP2/6-311G(d) 
-1998.33466 -1998.20288 
MP4/6-3 l I G(d) -1998.361 14 
- 1998.22745 
QCISD(T)/6-31 1 G(d) -1998.34936 - 1998.239 1 l 
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MP2/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-31 IG(2df,p) 
MP2/6-3l l+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) 
Gas- MP2/6-3 1 IG(d) 
MP4/6-3 1 IG(d) 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) 
MP2/6-31 IG(2df,p) 
MP4/6-3 I 1 G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) 
Gase- MP2/6-311G(d) 
MP4/6-3 11G(d) 
QCISD(T)/6-31 IG(d) 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-3 11G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-3 1 l+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-3 l l+G(d,p) 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) 
3Energies in hartrees (au). 
-1998.38084 
-1998.40397 
-1998.35374 
-1998.37804 
-1998.40482 
-2321.00309 
-2321.03220 
-2321.03386 
-2321.05682 
-2321.09079 
-2321.00702 
-2321.03631 
-2321.06961 
-4323.27351 
-4323.30030 
-4323.3018 1 
-4323.30846 
-4323.34057 
-4323.279 l 8 
-4323.30585 
-4323.32780 
- 1998.25221 
- 1998.277 13 
-1998.22629 
-1998.251 12 
-1998.27327 
-2320.91188 
-2320.93804 
-2320.94125 
-2320.96563 
-2320.99793 
-2320.91633 
-2320.94301 
-2320.97862 
-4323. 18482 
-4323.20936 
-4323.21228 
-4323.22003 
-4323.25066 
-4323.19 134 
-4323.2 1593 
-4323.24023 
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Table 9. Total Energies for Diatomic Cations.a 
Cation Calculational Level E(T) 
MP2/6-31 IG(d) 
MP4/6-311 G( d) 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-3 I 1 G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-3 l l+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP2/6-3 l l +G(3df,2p) 
MP2/6-31 IG(d) 
MP4/6-3 l 1 G( d) 
QCISD(T)/6-3 11 G(d) 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) 
MP2/6-3 l 1G(d) 
MP4/6-3 11G(d) 
QCISD(T)/6-3 11 G( d) 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) 
MP2/6-3 I l G( d) 
MP4/6-3l lG{d) 
QCISD(T)/6-31 l G(d) 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-3 l l G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-3 l l+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-3 1 l+G(d,p) 
MP2/6-3 11 +G(3df,2p) 
MP2/6-3 l l G( d) 
MP4/6-311G(d) 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP2/6-3 I I+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-3 I l +G( d,p) 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) 
MP2/6-3 I IG(d) 
MP4/6-311 G( d) 
QCISD(T)/6-3 1 IG(d) 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) 
MP4/6-31 IG(2df,p) 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) 
MP2/6-31 l+G(3df,2p) 
MP2/6-3 1 IG(d) 
MP4/6-3 l l G(d) 
QCISD(T)/6-3 11 G( d) 
(singlet) 
-129.30576 
-129.32644 
-129.31584 
-129.35985 
-129.38285 
-129.30856 
-129.32948 
-129.36948 
-451.91699 
-451.94620 
-45 1.9348 1 
-451.974 17 
-452.00893 
-451.92011 
-451 .94956 
-451.98265 
-2454.17117 
-2454.20054 
-2454. 17948 
-2454.2 1897 
-2454.25168 
-2454.17347 
-2454.20303 
-2454.23128 
-415.60379 
-415.63226 
-415 .62038 
-4 15.66724 
-4 15.69770 
-4 15.60764 
-415.63661 
-415.67698 
-738.20614 
-738.24171 
-738.23902 
-738.27537 
-738.31741 
-738.21047 
-738.24625 
-738.28388 
-2740.47575 
-2740.50938 
-2740.50616 
-2740.52673 
-2740.56599 
-2740.47844 
-2740.5 12 17 
-2740.53844 
-2309.01075 
-2309.04439 
-2309.02045 
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E(T) 
(triplet) 
-128.98197 
-129.0 1388 
-129.04247 
-129.03585 
-129.07082 
-128.98472 
-129.0 1688 
-129.04500 
-451.70404 
-451.74258 
-45 1.76696 
-45 1.76524 
-45 1.8 1039 
-45 1.70692 
-45 1.74567 
-45 1.77378 
-2453.99059 
-2454.02949 
-2454.03942 
-2454.04240 
-2454.08444 
-2453.99240 
-2454.0315 1 
-2454.05480 
-415.38522 -
-415.4 1950. 
-415.42967 
-4 15.45263 
-4 15.49057 
-4 15.39030 
-4 15.42494 
-415.46233 
-738.0472 1 
-738.08637 
-738.08964 
-738.12097 
-738. 16668 
-738.0518 1 
-738.09112 
-738. 12844 
-2740.33037 
-2740.36725 
-2740.37005 
-2740.38398 
-2740.42664 
-2740.33330 
-2740.37028 
-2740.39573 
-2308.8 1608 
-2308.84932 
-2308.85768 
MP2/6-31 IG(2df,p) -2309.06728 -2308.87401 
MP4/6-3 I I G(2df,p) -2309. I 0096 -2308.90918 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2309.01352 -2308.81868 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2309.04746 -2308.85227 
MP2/6-3 I I +G(3df,2p) -2309.07870 -2308.88505 
Ass+ MP2/6-3 1 IG(d) -263 1.63932 -2631.49057 
MP4/6-31 IG(d) -2631.67388 -263 l.52810 
QCISD(T)/6-31 lG(d) -2631.67086 -263 1.53149 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -2631.69547 -263 1.54834 
MP4/6-311 G(2df,p) -2631.73438 -263 1.59122 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2631.64208 -2631.49299 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -2631.67681 -263 1.53067 
MP2/6-3 I 1 +G(3df,2p) -2631.70635 -2631.55896 
AsSe+ MP2/6-3 l l G( d) -4633.91077 -4633.79560 
MP4/6-311 G( d) -4633.943 14 -4633.83 154 
QCISD(T)/6-31 IG(d) -4633.93981 -4633.83799 
MP2/6-311G(2df,p) -4633.94891 -4633.83256 
MP4/6-3I IG(2df,p) -4633.98508 -4633.87317 
MP2/6-31 l+G(d,p) -4633.91205 -4633.79685 
MP4/6-31 l+G(d,p) -4633.94448 -4633.83285 
MP2/6-311 +G(3df,2E) -4633.96538 -4633.84951 
aEnergies in hartrees (au). 
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Table 10. G2/G2(MP2) Energies for Monatomic Species.a 
Atom G2CMP2) G2 
Singlet Triplet Singlet Triplet 
c -37.73491 -37.783896 -37.73574 -37.78430c 
Si -288.89990 -288.9300lb -288.90458 -288.93324c 
Ge -2075.32658 -2075.35558 -2075.32720 -2075.35504 
0 -74.90251 -74.97868b -74.90582 -74.98203c 
s -397.60189 -397.64699b -397.6 1075 -397.65494c 
Se -2399.87792 -2399.9 I 929 -2399.88270 -2399.92346 
w -53.91153 -53.98596b -53.9 12 18 -53.98599c 
p+ 
-340.39024 -340.43222b -340.394 18 -340.43437c 
As• 
-2233.84843 -2233.88725 -2233.84907 -2233.88651 
B" -24.58938 -24.60645 -24.59304 -24.60904 
Al" -24 1.92631 -241.94090 -241.93043 -241.94403 
aa· 
- 1923.24035 - 1923.2495 1 - 1923.22693 -1923.24968 
8Energies in hartrees (au). Ref. 2. CRef. 1. 
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Table 11. Correction Factors and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for 
Diatomic Singlets. a 
ZPE*6 Species ZPE HLC G2(MP2) 02 
co 0.005562 0.004966 -0.02495 - 113.17585 -1 13.17798 
CS 0.003259 0.002910 -0.02495 -435.70549 -435.7 1093 
CSe 0.002650 0.002366 -0.02495 -2437.93390 -2437.93806 
SiO 0.0032 16 0.002872 -0.02495 -364.21421 -364.2 1654 
SiS 0.001855 0.001656 -0.02495 -686.81242 -686.8 19 15 
Si Se 0.001440 0.001286 -0.02495 -2689.05712 -2689.0637 1 
GeO 0.002583 0.002306 -0.02495 -2150.59144 -2150.58990 
GeS 0.001427 0.001274 -0.02495 -2473.21710 -2473.22170 
GeSe 0.001006 0.000898 -0.02495 -4475.46651 -4475.47097 
BO- 0.004296 0.003936 -0.02495 -99.98267 -99.98521 
BS- 0.002309 0.002061 -0.02495 -422.54823 -422.55442 
Bse· 0.001896 0.001693 -0.02495 -2424.78757 -2424.79307 
AIO- 0.002497 0.002228 -0.02495 -3 17.19947 -317. 19961 
AIS- 0.001365 0.001219 -0.02495 -639.83236 -639.83940 
Alse· 0.001065 0.000949 -0.02495 -2642.08506 -2642.09214 
GaO- 0.002 102 0.00 1877 -0.02495 -1998.44259 -1998.43707 
Gas· 0.00107 1 0.000956 -0.02495 -2321.12437 -2321.1294 1 
Gase· 0.000759 0.000678 -0.02495 -4323.38037 -4323.38556 
NO+ 0.006530 0.005836 -0.02495 - 129.39867 -129.40123 
NS+ 0.003986 0.003559 -0.02495 -452.02186 -452.02429 
NSe+ 0.003 187 0.002846 -0.02495 -2454.26 169 -2454.26520 
po+ 0.003821 0.003411 -0.02495 -415.7 1511 -415.7 1759 
ps+ 0.002264 0.002022 -0.02495 -738.33969 -738.34636 
PSe+ 0.001728 0.001543 -0.02495 -2740.59226 -2740.59799 
Aso+ 0.003020 0.002697 -0.02495 -2309 .11066 :2309. 1110 I 
. 
Ass+ 0.001727 0.001542 -0.02495 -2631.76130 -2631.76581 
AsSe+ 0.001213 0.001083 -0.02495 -4634.01828 -4634.02214 
aEnergies in hartrees (au). 6ZPE scaled by 0.8929. 
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Table 12. Correction Factors and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for 
Diatomic Tri,elets. a 
S2ecies ZPE ZPE•b HLC G2(MP2) G2 
co 0.003985 0.003558 -0.02038 - 112.94996 - J 12.95280 
CS 0.0023 17 0.002069 -0.02038 -435.57 13 I -435.57900 
CSe 0.001857 0.001658 -0.02038 -2437.81567 -2437.82100 
SiO 0.001889 0.001687 -0.02038 -364.05509 -364.05709 
SiS 0.001335 0.001192 -0.02038 -686.68516 -686.69288 
Si Se 0.000998 0.000891 -0.02038 -2688.93949 -2688.94686 
GeO 0.00 1502 0.001341 -0.02038 -2150.44568 -2150.44935 
GeS 0.000828 0.000739 -0.02038 -2473.08578 -2473.09865 
Ge Se 0.000603 0.000538 -0.02038 -4475.35069 -4475.35598 
BO- 0.003668 0.003275 -0.02038 -99.84219 -99.84598 
Bs· 0.002144 0.001914 -0.02038 -422.44338 -422.4509 1 
Bse· 0.001772 0.001582 -0.02038 -2424.69252 -2424.69901 
Alff 0.001422 0.001270 -0.02038 -3 17.10118 -317. 11022 
AIS. 0.001297 0.001158 -0.02038 -639.73882 -639.74664 
Al Se· 0.000934 0.000834 -0.02038 -2641.995 14 -2642.00276 
Gao· 0.001059 0.000945 -0.02038 -1998.32894 -1998.32955 
GaS. 0.00094 1 0.000840 -0.02038 -2321.02752 -2321.03418 
Gase· 0.000637 0.000569 -0.02038 -4323.28751 -4323.29363 
NO+ 0.002987 0.002667 -0.02038 -129.12321 -129. 126505 
NS+ 0.001469 0.001312 -0.02038 -451.85576 -451.86258 
NSe+ 0.002316 0.002068 -0.02038 -2454. 12195 -2454. 13470 
r o+ 0.002526 0.002255 -0.02038 -4 15.52490 -4 15.52980 
ps+ 0.001672 0.001493 -0.02038 -738.18975 -738.19644 
PSe+ 0.00 1239 0.001106 -0.02038 -2740.45468 -2740.46055 
Aso+ 0.001952 0.001743 -0.02038 -2308.94313 ~2308.94541 
AsSe+ 0.000769 0.000687 -0.02038 -4633.9 I 607 -4633.9 1631 
aEnergies in hartrees (au). 6ZPE scaled by 0.8929. 
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Table 13. Correction Factors and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for B-A-B 
Singlets.a 
Z PE*6 Species ZPE HLC G2(MP2) 02 
C02 0.012869 0.011491 -0.03992 - 188.35708 -188.36 185 
CS2 0.007210 0.006438 -0.03992 -833.52164 -833.53354 
CSei 0.004777 0.004200 -0.03992 -4837 .99489 -4838.00403 
Si02 0 .007877 0.007033 -0.03992 -439.35735 -439.3611 8 
SiS2 0.003885 0.003469 -0.03992 -1084.58603 - 1084.59859 
SiSei 0.00322 1 0.002876 -0.03992 -5089.08231 -5089.09377 
Ge02 0.0059 10 0.005277 -0.03992 -2225.68717 -2225.68879 
GeS2 0.003360 0.003000 -0.03992 -2870.96609 -2870.978 13 
GeSei 0.001879 0.001678 -0.03992 -6875.47241 -6875.48298 
NO/ 0.013393 0.011 958 -0.03992 -204.48243 -204.48700 
NS/ 0.007510 0.006706 -0.03992 -849.81349 -849.82482 
NSet 0.005610 0.005009 -0.03992 -4854.30985 -4854.3 18 14 
P02+ 0.008616 0.007693 -0.03992 -490.80137 -490.80503 
PS2+ 0.004603 0.004110 -0.03992 - 1136.08367 - 1136.09457 
PSei+ 0.003290 0.002938 -0.03992 -5 140.59421 -5 J 40.6040 I 
AsOt 0.006084 0.005432 -0.03992 -2384. 14988 -2384. 15223 
AsS/ 0.003554 0.003 173 -0.03992 -3029.47783 -3029.48875 
Assei+ 0.002380 0.002125 -0.03992 -7033.99788 -7034 .00731 
B02· 0.010516 0.009390 -0.03992 - 175.23714 - 175.24142 
BSi 0.006 11 9 0.005456 -0.03992 -820.42046 -820.43392 
Bsei· 0.004881 0.004358 -0.03992 -4824.90500 -4824.91605 
AI02· 0.00639 1 0.005707 -0.03992 -392.38260 -392.38403 
AlS2- 0.003703 0.003306 -0.03992 -1037.65642 - 1037.67004 
AlSei· 0.002831 0.002528 -0.03992 -5042. 16204 -5042.17474 
Gao2- 0.005256 0.004693 -0.03992 -2073.58611 -2073.58458 
GaS2- 0.002983 0.002664 -0.03992 -2718.92939 -27 18.9421 1 
Gasei· 0.002108 0.001882 -0.03992 -6723. 44173 -6723.45360 
aEnergies in hartrees (au). 'iPE scaled by 0.8929. 
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Table 14. Correction Factors and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for B-A-B 
TriJ.!lets. a 
Species ZPE ZPE*6 HLC G2(MP2) G2 
CS2 0.004535 0.004049 -0.03538 -833.4 1428 -833.42765 
CSei 0.003640 0.003250 -0.03538 -4837.91536 -4837 .92333 
Si02 0.004669 0.004169 -0.03538 -439.19054 -439. 19730 
SiS2 0.002458 0.002195 -0.03538 - 1084.50782 -1084 .52229 
SiSei 0.00189 1 0.001688 -0.03538 -5089.02019 -5089.03203 
Ge02 0.003716 0.003318 -0.03538 -2225.59680 -2225.60448 
GeS2 0.002020 0.001804 -0.03538 -2870.84462 -2870.85820 
GeSei 0.001406 0.001255 -0.03538 -6875.4 I 359 -6875.42406 
NOt 0 .007430 0.006634 -0.03538 -204.48243 -204.48700 
NSt 0.004638 0.004141 -0.03538 -849.74041 -849.75271 
NSe2+ 0.003577 0.003194 -0.03538 -4854.17328 -4854. 17968 
P02+ 0.005427 0.004846 -0.03538 -490.72398 -490.73143 
PSt 0.003022 0.002698 -0.03538 - I 136.03666 - ll 36.05 106 
PSei+ 0 .002233 0.001994 -0.03538 -5 140.56100 -5140.57195 
AsOt 0.004229 0.003776 -0.03538 -2384.11033 -2384.11600 
Asst 0.001991 0.001778 -0.03538 -3029.43175 -3029.44485 
Assei+ 0.001575 0.001406 -0.03538 -7033.90168 -7033.91428 
B02- 0.007184 0.006415 -0.03538 -175.06455 -175.07102 
BS2· 0.002360 0.002107 -0.03538 -820.29550 -820.30967 
BSe2· 0.00 1809 0.001615 -0.03538 -4824.79640 -4824.80795 
AI02- 0.002183 0.001949 -0.03538 -392.22513 -392.23062 
AlS2- 0.002613 0.002333 -0.03538 -1037.56152 -1037.57686 
Atsei· 0.002435 0.002174 -0.03538 -5042.07599 -5042.08899 
Ga0£ 0.002907 0.002596 -0.03538 -2073.45938 • -2073.45968 
Gas2- 0.001984 0.001772 -0.03538 -2718.83843 -2718.85248 
Gasei· 0.001376 0.00 1229 -0.03538 -6723.35933 -6723.37 I 06 
3Energies in hartrees (au). 'iPE scaled by 0.8929. 
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Table 15. Correction Factors and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for 
Triatomic B·B·A Singlets.a 
Species ZPE ZPE*b HLC G2(MP2) G2 
CS2 0.00468 1 0.004180 -0.03992 -833.37168 -833.37841 
CSei 0.002895 0.002585 -0.03992 -4837.85744 -4837.86550 
Si02c 0.004249 0.003794 -0.03992 -439.18947 -439.18897 
SiS2 0.003444 0.003075 -0.03992 -1084.49636 -1084.50469 
SiSei 0.001866 0.001666 -0.03992 -5088.99299 -5089.00383 
Ge02 0.005 11 8 0.004570 -0.03992 -2225.63758 -2225.64144 
GeS2 0.002860 0.002554 -0.03992 -2870.90642 -2870.91302 
GeSe2 0.001865 0.001665 -0.03992 -6875.47033 -6875.48028 
NS2-tc 0.005823 0.005199 -0.03992 -849.69376 -849.69658 
Nsei• 0.002704 0.002414 -0.03992 -4854.25648 -4854.26452 
POt 0.006448 0.005757 -0.03992 -490.74210 -490.74706 
PS2 + 0.003481 0.003108 -0.03992 -l 136.02033 - 1136.02268 
PSe2 + 0.002525 0.002255 -0.03992 -5140.52773 -5 140.53849 
AsSei -tc 0.001933 0.001726 -0.03992 -7033.95795 -7033.96599 
BS£ 0.0030 13 0.002690 -0.03992 -820.25141 -820.26248 
Bsei· 0.002427 0.002167 -0.03992 -4824.78586 -4824.79621 
Al0 2" 0.004609 0.004115 -0.03992 -392.22692 -392.23219 
AIS2· 0.002759 0.002464 -0.03992 -1037.59375 -1037 .60644 
Gao2· 0.003460 0.003089 -0.03992 -2073.42259 -2073.42126 
Gas2· 0.002301 0.002055 -0.03992 -2718.88250 -2718.89357 
Gasei· 0.001486 0.001327 -0.03992 -6723.39999 -6723.41082 
1Energies in hartrees(au). 'iPE scaled by 0.8929. cForced to be linear. 
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Table 16. Correction Factors and G2/G2(MP2) Energies for 
B-B-A Tri~lets.8 
Species ZPE ZPE*b HLC G2(MP2) G2 
CS2 0.004245 0.003790 -0.03538 -833.33030 -833.3420 1 
CSei 0.002821 0.002519 -0.03538 -4837 .80640 -4837 .81650 
Si02c 0.005 124 0.004575 -0.03538 -439.19293 -439.19865 
SiS2 0.002528 0.002250 -0.03538 - I 084.45434 -1084.46925 
SiSei 0 .001567 0.001399 -0.03538 -5088.97007 -5088.98236 
Ge02 0.004694 0.004191 -0.03538 -2225.53698 -2225.54275 
GeS1 0.002262 0.002020 -0.03538 -2870.86837 -2870.88075 
GeSei 0.001363 0.001217 -0.03538 -6875.38533 -6875.39519 
NS2+ 0.003087 0.002756 -0.03538 -849.68892 -849.70 176 
NSei+ 0.003270 0.002920 -0.03538 -4854.20866 -4854.2 1684 
POt 0.005306 0.004738 -0.03538 -490.63646 -490.64369 
PSt 0.002236 0.001997 -0.03538 -1136.00267 -1 136.01707 
PSe2._ 0.00224 1 0.002001 -0.03538 -5 140.52627 -5140.53774 
AsS2+ 0.002060 0.00 1839 -0.03538 -3029.43005 -3029.44253 
Assei+ 0.001710 0.001527 -0.03538 -7033.95606 -7034.07463 
B02· 0.004512 0.004029 -0.03538 -174.96570 -174.97180 
BS2· 0.003645 0.003255 -0.03538 -820. 19999 -820.21277 
BSei -c 0.002024 0.001807 -0.03538 -4824.68720 -4824.73262 
AIOt' 0.004236 0.003782 -0.03538 -392. 15221 -392.16087 
AIS2· 0.001559 0.001392 -0.03538 -1037.49930 -1037 .5 1375 
Alsei· 0.001216 0.001086 -0.03538 -2074.02407 -2074.03630 
Gao2-c 0.0024 10 0.002152 -0.03538 -2073.40545 -2073.40282 
3Energies in hartrees (au). bzPE scaled by 0.8929. cForced to be linear. 
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Table 17. Calculated vs Experimental Bond 
Dissociation Energies, <D0 m> , for Triatomic 
Species.a 
Species <D0m(G2(MP2))> <D0m(G2)> <D0m(expt)>6 
C02 808 806 804c, 799a 
CS2 583 577 57~ 
CSei 489 489 472e 
Si02 617 599 614 
SiS2 475 467 483 
SiSei 412 4 12 423 
Ge02 491 475 485 
GeS2 416 41 I 401 
GeSei 365 369 364 
aEnergies in kJ mor'. Calculated values at 0 K. 6Ref. 30, values 
at 298 K. cRef. 33, values at 298 K. dRef. 32, values at 0 K. eRef. 
35, value at 298 K. 
Table 18. Calculated vs Experimental Bond 
Dissociation Energies, D0 m' for Diatomic 
Species.a 
Species D0m(G2(MP2)) D0m(G2) D0m(expd 
CO 1085 1081 1076° 
CS 721 713 76lc, 709d 
CSe 606 605 587e 
SiO 802 791 792 
SiS 618 606 617 
SiSe 546 543 534 
GeO 675 653 649 
GeS 563 556 534 
GeSe 503 505 481 
•Energies in kJ mor1• Calculated values at 0 K. 6Ref. 30, 
values at 298 K. cRef. 33, values at 298 K. dRef. 32, values 
at 0 K. eRef. 35, value at 298 K. 
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Table 19. <D0 m> for Cations.a 
Cation G2(MP2) G2 
<D0m>(0 K) <D0m>(O K) 
N02+ 708 705 
NS2+ 700 694 
NSe/ 637 637 
P02+ 540 534 
PS2+ 469 460 
PSe/ 425 424 
As02+ 401 396 
AsS2+ 389 384 
AsSe2+ 357 360 
NO+ 1140 1137 
NS+ 1021 1015 
NSe+ 936 934 
po+ 799 791 
ps+ 684 675 
Pse+ 632 631 
Aso+ 643 637 
Ass+ 596 589 
Asse+ 556 557 
aEnergies in kJ mor1. 
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Table 20. <D0 m> for Anions. 8 
Anion G2(MP2) G2 
<D0m>(0 K) <D0m>(0 K) 
B02· 884 877 
BS2- 683 676 
BSe2· 604 604 
AI02- 636 625 
AIS2- 553 546 
AlSe2· 502 504 
Gao2· 498 487 
Gas2· 507 502 
GaSe2· 464 469 
BO- 1044 1035 
BS- 774 763 
Bse· 687 684 
Alo· 735 718 
AIS- 642 631 
Alse· 590 590 
Gao· 563 539 
Gas· 598 590 
Gase· 555 558 
1Energies in kJ mor1. 
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Table 21. <D0 m(AB2)>1D0 m(AB) Ratios for Neutrals. 
Species G2(MP2) ratio G2 ratio 
COi/CO 0.74 0.75 
CSz/CS 0.81 0.81 
CSe2/CSe 0.81 0.81 
Si02/SiO 0.77 0.76 
SiS2/SiS 0.77 0.77 
SiSez/SiSe 0.75 0.76 
Ge02/Ge0 0.73 0.73 
GeS2/GeS 0.74 0.74 
GeSe2/GeSe 0.73 0.73 
3Ref. 30. 6Ref. 33. CRef. 32. dRef. 35. 
Expt. ratio3 
0.756 
0.76b,0.82c 
0.80d 
0.78 
0.78 
0.79 
0.75 
0.75 
0.76 
Table 22. <D0 m(AB2")>/D6 m(AB") Ratios for 
Anions. 
Species 
B02-/BO-
BS2-/BS-
BSe2·/Bse· 
Al02"/AlO-
AlS2-/AlS-
AISei-/AlSe· 
Gao2-/Gao· 
GaSi/Gas· 
GaSei"/Gase· 
G2(MP2)ratio 
0.85 
0.88 
0.88 
0.87 
0.86 
0.85 
0.88 
0.85 
0.84 
G2 ratio 
0.85 
0.89 
0.88 
0.87 
0.87 
0.85 
0.90 
0.85 
0.84 
Table 23. <D0 m(AB2 +)>ID0 m(AB+) Ratios for 
Cations. 
Species G2(MP2) G2 ratio 
ratio 
NOtlNO+ 0.62 0.62 
NS2+/Ns+ 0.69 0.68 
NSe2+/Nse+ 0.68 0.68 
P02+1Po+ 0.68 0.68 
PS2 +/PS+ 0.69 0.68 
PSe2+1Pse+ 0.67 0.67 
AsOtf Aso+ 0.62 0.62 
Ass2+/Ass+ 0.65 0.65 
AsSei +/Asse+ 0.64 0.65 
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TRIA TOMICS: 
LUMO 
HOMO 
HOMO 
LINEAR B-A-B BENT B-A-B 
DIATOMICS: 
LUMO 
HOMO 
Figure 1. Energy level diagrams for molecular orbitals. 
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